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Note

This print-out is a condensed Word version of the full Cardbox for Windows entries compiled by Mike Theis in the mid 1990s. Examples of the full form are given on the first two pages. 'Printed matter' is itemised in the top half of the form (1.2) and 'other matter such as files, films, plans and maps is itemised in the lower half (2.2). The order of entries here has been maintained in the printout with double spacing between categories of information.

The 'box/item number' refers to the location on the numbered shelves in room 510b Marylebone Road Campus. The archive has since been removed from Room 510b to the University Archive at Little Tichfield Street. Until such time as the archive is professionally catalogued, this box/item number system has been retained for location purposes.

The original printout has been checked and reformatted into a searchable Word document by Michael Theis in November 2006.

box/item number 1.2
printed matter book
description report and appendices in separate volumes
author Michael Theis and others
title South Shoreditch Redevelopment Study for the London Borough of Hackney
publisher London Borough of Hackney
date Nov 1971
pages 246
summary study of redevelopment options after detailed survey of buildings, occupants, tenure, transport, environment, valuation, land use, structure of industry, employment, economic role related to central London and public utilities.
As printed in the following pages:

**box/item number** 2.2

**printed matter**

**description**

**author**

**title**

**publisher**

**date**

**pages**

**summary**

---

**other matter** 35mm slides

**description** 18 colour boxed

**date** 1968-9

**topic/subject** Rio, Brazilia & Boston Town hall

**summary** named and dated by ML on box. 13 loose; 3 elastic banded and labeled No 2 1/2 miles x 1/4 mile park and beaches; 3 elastic banded and labeled Boston Town Hall by Gerhart Kallman 1968 also UK PO tower London.

---

Index

---

As printed in the following pages:

2.2 35mm slides 18 colour boxed 1968-9 Rio, Brazilia & Boston Town hall named and dated by ML on box. 13 loose; 3 elastic banded and labeled Rio 2 1/2 miles x 1/4 mile park and beaches; 3 elastic banded and labeled Boston Town Hall by Gerhart Kallman 1968 also UK PO tower London.
1.1 book LCC The Planning of a New Town London County Council 1961 182 data and design based on a study for a New Town of 100,000 at Hook, Hampshire.


1.3 report Minoprio and Spencely & P.W.Macfarlane The Master plan for the City of Baghdad authors 1956 23 brief report accompanying coloured copy of the Master Plan to a scale of 1:25,000 (plan not here) and annotated by ML

1.4 magazine Housing Review Vol 8 No 3 Max Lock Aberdare (page 79) The Housing Centre May-June 1959 5 (79-83) alternative rehabilitation and minimum demolition plans for Aberamen, a part of Aberdare scheduled for complete demolition and comprehensive redevelopment in the County of Glamorgan's Town Map. ML appeared at the public enquiry representing the 17,000 objectors (out of a total town population of 41,000) and this article (and sketch plans) summarises the arguments.


1.6 magazine The Architects' Journal single copy pages 524-531 Samuel & Harding Children's Holiday Home Beaconsfield: Evacuation and Holiday Camping Cranbrook The Architects' Journal October 26 1939 6 description and plans kept by ML in connection with his competition entry for holiday home with Judith Ledeboer?

1.7 brochure spiral bound foolscap Max Lock and Partners The Case for the Retention in Middlesbrough's Town Centre of Linthorpe Road Max Lock and Partners February 1969 41 report to the Linthorpe Road Traders Association showing strategy and plans for keeping Linthorpe Road shopping as part of the town centre shopping proposals as against the official Teesplan to suppress much of Linthorpe Road shopping into a 'district centre' separate from the 'regional' town centre.


1.9 book Ritter Paul Planning for Man and Motor Pergamon Press 1964 384

1.10 brochure A4 landscape spiral bound 2 copies Max Lock and Partners Max Lock and Partners 1965 36 illustrated list of works and projects designed and carried out by the partnership 1945-1964

1.11 book report in 2 vols (with and without appendices) Urban Development Advice Group Dunstable A Report by the Urban Development Advice Group concerning the future planned development of the Borough Urban Development Advice Group October 1970 vol 1 48 vol 2 105 1 copy vol 1; 3 copies vol 2 Reports of surveys and proposals for the Borough Council to put forward to the County Planning office in their preparation and revision of the Town Map and UDAG were specifically instructed to work within the provisions of the approved Town Map

1.12 brochure in Italian Il Piano Regolatore Generale di Ivrea Ing C.Olivetti & C 1956 104 Survey and plan for the town of Ivrea NNE of Turin with plans and diagrams.

1.13 magazine A hombre y expression 1954

1.14 magazine issues 11, 15, 16, 17, 18 brazilia revista da companhia urbanizadora da nova capital do brasil 1957/1958
1.15 brochure comune di Ferrara 1952 162 summary of development and urban planning in the commune 1945-51

1.16 brochure reprint from AJ August 2nd 1945 Middlesbrough Replanned Architects' Journal 1945 16

1.17 magazine in Finnish with English summaries arkkitehti no 9 1936 129-144 planning proposals for the surroundings of the House of the Diet, Helsinki and description and photos of the new tourist hotel Pohjanhovi at Rovaniemi architect P.E.Blomstedt

1.18 magazine The Builder article pages 501-504 staff and students Hull School of Arch. Scalby Reception Centre, Newby, Yorkshire The Builder April 26 1940 4 description and plans of the project

1.19 magazine The Builder report of talk by ML at Housing Centre page 557 Scheme for an evacuation centre The Builder December 6 1940 1 description of evacuation of Hull School of Architecture and need for planned schemes and programme of spending along lines of Scalby as described in The Builder April 26 1940 which see.

1.20 magazine The Builder article page 10-12 Training today and the post-war architect The Builder January 3 1941 3 report of Northern Architectural Students' Association conference at Hull School of Architecture and illustration of design for a health clinic. Speakers Henry Morris, director of education Cambridgeshire; E. Maxwell Fry, president of MARS; Justin Blanco-White; William Allen; Jane Drew; Douglas Jones, head of Manchester School of Architecture.

1.21 magazine The Architect and Building News Gilbert Wood & Co April 4 1941 article 'Geographical aspects of the Replanning of England' by Prof E.G.R.Taylor annotated by ML

1.22 magazine The Architects' Journal article pages 172-177 Scalby Reception Centre Yorkshire Architects' Journal August 29 1940 6 description and plans of proposals for the project by the staff and students Hull School of Architecture

1.23 magazine Journal of the RIBA article pages 917-927 Max Lock The administrative aspect of housing in Sweden RIBA 14 August 1939 11 review of Swedish public housing practice and policies and domestic architecture.

1.24 magazine Our Time article pages 247-249 B.A.LeMare Planning for the People Our Time Publications 10 July 1948 3 review of the Max Lock survey and planning group work at Hull, Middlesbrough and the Hartlepools. Bernard LeMare was senior lecturer at Hull School of Architecture when ML was Head.


1.26 book inscribed To Max [Witney?] with best wishes Max Christmas 1948 The Max Lock Group The Hartlepool A Survey and Plan West Hartlepool Corporation 1948 262

1.27 report reprinted 1964 committee on qualifications of planners Report of the committee on qualifications of planners HMSO 1950 85

1.28 report and maps Local Government Commission for England North Eastern General Review Area HMSO 1963 62 recommends County Borough of Teesside but excluding Hartlepool

1.29 book M. Ghio & V. Calzolari Verde per la Citta de Luca Editore 1961 311 study of urban open space using international examples in Italian

author  1962  277

1.32  book  Herbert and Nancie Matthews  The Britain We Saw  Victor Gollancz Ltd  1950  317

1.33  paperback  Desmond Heap  The New Town Planning Procedures  Sweet & Maxwell  1968  
130 inscribed 'For Max Lock - this is but a small affair compared with "Kaduna 1917/1967/2017"  
nevertheless it is sent with the author's good wishes for 1969. Desmond Heap. December 18/1968"

1.34  book  C.H.Reilly  Scaffolding in the Sky  George Routledge & Sons Ltd  1938  352  
Autobiography with particular reference to architectural education. Pocket descriptions of  
contemporary architects. Inscribed 'To Max Lock. May he do at Hull ten times as much with the Hull  
School of Architecture as I was able to do at Liverpool. C.H.Reilly 21.2.42'

1.35  book  B.Seebohm Rowntree  Poverty and Progress  Longmans, Green and Co  1941  540  
A second social survey of York following up his similar investigation in 1899 to find out what  
changes had occurred in the living conditions of the workers in the intervening thirty-six years.

1.36  book  B.Seebohm Rowntree and G.R.Lavers  English Life and Leisure  Longmans, Green  
and Co  1951  482  A detailed survey of the facilities that would be needed in York (following his  
Poverty and Progress study which see) to make ample provision for the satisfactory recreation of  
the inhabitants of that city.

1.37  book  outline planning proposals in rear cover 4 1/2 inches to 1 mile  Thomas Sharp  
Newer Sarum a plan for Salisbury  Architectural Press  1949  84

1.38  book  outline planning scheme inside rear cover 3 inches to 1 mile  Thomas Sharp  
Exeter Phoenix A Plan for Rebuilding  Architectural Press  1946  153

1.39  book  annotated by ML  Artur Glikson  Regional Planning and Development  A.W.Sijthoff's  
Uitgeversmaatschappij N.V.  1955  120  Six lectures delivered at the Institute of Social Studies at  
The Hague, 1953. An attempt to emphasize those aspects of the subject, which lead beyond the  
specialist's interest, and which demand the understanding and the active cooperation of all  
concerned with the problems of the so-called "under-developed" and "over-developed" regions.  
These lectures influenced much of ML's later thinking concerning the city in its region and  

1.40  report  Royal Commission  Sir Hubert Douglas Henderson chairman  Royal Commission on  
Population Report  HMSO  1949  259

1.41  book  planning research studies number two  David Grove and Laslo Husar  The Towns of  
Ghana  Ghana Universities Press  1964  98  A basis for the formulation of regional plans which  
must be based on a full understanding of the present pattern. An analysis of the service equipment  
of 258 towns showing that there is already a hierarchy of places. Their geographical distribution is  
mapped and described and it is shown that distortions from an ideal model are due mainly to  
even development.

1.42  bound typescript  volume II  Proceedings of the Advisory Panel 1966/1967  Town and  
City Properties Limited  1969  143  ML was the representative of Town Planning on the panel.

1.43  brochure  water damaged bottom right-hand corner  Wiltshire County Planning  
Department Salisbury The Town Centre Plan  Wiltshire County Council  1965  54  One way  
traffic inner ring road proposals using many existing historic streets which created such  
opposition that ML was appointed by the City Council to draw up alternative plans for the city  
centre. A town centre appraisal map and traffic proposals map are in the rear cover at approx  
1:5000 scale.

2.1  35mm slides  16 colour boxed  1969 Sicily named and dated by ML on box

2.2  35mm slides  18 colour boxed  1968-9 Rio, Brazilia & Boston Town hall named and dated  
by ML on box.13 loose; 3 elastic banded and labeled Rio 2 1/2 miles x 1/4 mile park and
beaches; 3 elastic banded and labeled Boston Town Hall by Gerhart Kallman 1968 also UK PO tower London.

2.3 35mm slides 34 colour boxed 1969 Sicily named and dated by ML on box
2.4 35mm slides 40 approx colour boxed 1969 Sicily 2nds named and dated by ML
2.5 35mm slides Katsina etc named and dated by ML on box 20 colour boxed Sept 1969
2.6 35mm slides 23 colour boxed 1968 Caracas named and dated on box by ML
2.7 35mm slides 29 colour boxed 1969 Sicily named and dated by ML on box
2.8 35mm slides 35 colour boxed 1968 West Indies named and dated by ML on box
2.9 35mm slides 23 colour boxed 1969 Sicily named and dated by ML on box
2.10 35mm slides 19 colour boxed 1969 Sicily named and dated by ML on box
2.11 35mm slides 14 colour boxed 1968 Rio named and dated by ML on box
2.12 35mm slides 19 colour boxed [1971?] [Kainji dam New Bussa? J named ‘Niger’ by ML on box
2.13 35mm slides 6 colour boxed Preto & Grenada named and dated by ML on box 1960 Brasil Oro
2.14 35mm slides 5 colour 2 b&w [1963] Spare Woodley Spare Music Sal. Brentfd site and model photos named by ML on box
2.15 35mm slides 13 colour boxed Mar 64 model photos by Sam Lambert Woodley
2.16 35mm slides 21 colour boxed ? Tobago Tudors named by ML on box
2.17 35mm slides 48 colour boxed Jun 64 Lipari (2nds) named by ML on box
2.18 35mm slides 16 colour boxed ? Perth 1 named by ML on box
2.19 35mm slides 25 colour boxed ? Canberra Melbourne Rejects[?] named on box by ML
2.20 35mm slides 28 colour boxed ? Queensland Spare named on box by ML
2.21 35mm slides 50 colour boxed 1968/69 Basilia 68 Salvador 68 Manaus 68 Georgetown 69 named and dated by ML on box
2.22 35mm slides 25 colour boxed 1964 Lipari 1 named and dated by ML on box
2.23 35mm slides 22 colour boxed 1964 Lipari 2 named and dated by ML on box
2.24 35mm slides 27 colour boxed ? Mt ISA M.K. named on box by ML
2.25 35mm slides 23 colour boxed June ’59 Denmark 1 named and dated on box by ML
2.26 35mm slides 13 colour boxed 1961[?] Sutton Coldfield named by ML on box
2.27 35mm slides 22 colour boxed ? North Queensland named on box by ML
2.28 35mm slides 17 colour boxed ? Indo China Reject named on box by ML
2.29 35mm slides 37 colour boxed ? Singapore Bangkok I named by ML on box
2.30 35mm slides 26 colour boxed ? Canberra I Shovy Mts named by ML on box
2.31 35mm slides 33 colour boxed  
Melbourne Hobart I named by ML on box
2.32 35mm slides 19 colour boxed  
Sydney Newcastle named by ML on box
2.33 35mm slides 21 colour boxed  
1961 Greek islands named and dated by ML on box
2.34 35mm slides 25 colour boxed  
Perth & Melbourne rejects named by ML on box
2.35 35mm slides 11 colour boxed  
Thetford named by ML on box
2.36 35mm slides 47 colour in two boxes together with numbered typed list from John H. Shaw University of New South Wales identifying each photo in detail? Sidney [sic] named on boxes by ML
2.37 35mm slides 15 colour boxed '59  W.Indies Harvard named and dated by ML on box
2.38 35mm slides 20 colour boxed  
Indo China Rejects named by ML on box
2.39 35mm slides 22 colour boxed  
Perth Rejects named by ML on box
2.40 35mm slides 32 colour boxed  
Queensland Rejects named by ML on box
2.41 35mm slides 24 colour boxed '59 Denmark named by ML on box
2.42 35mm slides 19 colour 1957 Cambridge Bruges Holland named and dated on box by ML
2.43 35mm slides 15 colour boxed summer 1968 friends outside 7 Victoria Square and roof garden. Ruth Pennyman and? on terrace of Ormesby Hall. dated by ML on box
2.44 35mm slides 37 colour boxed  
wrapped and dated Italy 1957 on box 1959 Italy named and of which 7 are dated by ML
2.45 35mm slides 30 colour boxed  
Queensland I named on box by ML
2.46 35mm slides 31 colour boxed  
Adelaide I named by ML on box
2.47 35mm slides 18 colour boxed  
Cambodia named on box by ML
2.48 35mm slides 15 colour boxed  
Bangkok 2 Named on box by ML
2.49 35mm slides 27 b&w glass boxed  
Maps, drawings and diagrams from Salisbury Central Area Report named on box by ML
2.50 35mm slides 4 colour 2 b&w glass boxed  
Sutton Coldfield named by ML on box
2.51 35mm slides 5 colour boxed with torn paper wrapper 1963 or 4  Victoria Square office party named and dated by ML on wrapper
2.52 35mm slides 11 colour boxed mostly indecipherable 1960 Petropolis & Rio named and dated by ML on Box but I dont think contents and labeling agree
2.53 35mm slides 60+ colour boxed  
Spare Australian named on box by ML
2.54 35mm slides 33 colour 2 b&w glass boxed  
1960 Brazilia named and dated by ML on box
2.55 35mm slides approx 50 mixed colour transparencies and b&w glass. Wrapped in labeled paper and rotting elastic bands. Squeezed into cigar box.  
U.K. conservation & urban renewal The work of M.L&P named by ML on box
2.56 35mm slides 14 mixed labeled individually by Gerald King[?] in red and blue plastic box ? housing and plans at Aden, Aquaba, Amman & Bedfordshire

2.57 35mm slides 22 mixed in box and mostly labeled individually  ? Max Lock and Partners UK work

2.58 35mm slides 4 colour 5 b&w glass (maps and plans)  ? Thetford named on box by ML

2.59 35mm slides 21 colour boxed aug-sept 1958 England & Wales Holiday named and dated by ML on box

2.60 35mm slides 15 colour boxed 1963 Victoria Sq & Tudors named on box by ML

2.61 35mm slides 10 colour, 2 b&w, 2 b&w glass 1964/5 Oldham models, Sevenoaks plan, ML&P work(?) box labeled Sevenoaks by ML. Model photos by Sam Lambert

2.62 35mm slides 17 colour boxed 1957 France named and dated by ML on box

2.63 35mm slides 16 colour slides boxed ? Spare Mt Isa & M.K. named by ML on box

2.64 35mm slides 4 colour, 15 b&w glass individually labeled boxed  ? English villages, historic houses and scenes named by ML on box

2.65 35mm slides 8 mixed glass individually labeled  ? maps and diagrams from the Bedford Plan named Bedford by ML on box

2.66 35mm slides about 30 mixed in two long Agfa boxes dated in unknown hand 1959/60 Spain(?) and seascapes

2.67 magazine savanna vol 1 number 1 Ahmadu Bello University June 1972 142

2.68 report Sir Montague Barlow and others Royal Commission on the Distribution of the Industrial Population HMSO Jan 1940 (Reprinted 1941) 320 fully annotated by ML

2.69 paperback quarto in Portugese J.O.de Meira Penna quando mudam as capitals 1958 316 study of capital cities with introduction by Dr. Isreal Pinheiro, Presidente da Companhia Urbanizadora da Nova Capital. Inscribed 'To Prof. Max Lock, with best regards. (signed) J.O.de Meira Penna

2.70 2 books one without and one with dustcover (damaged) The Max Lock Group The Hartlepoools West Hartlepool Corporation. 1 copy Hartlepoools ed; 1 Denis Dobson. 1948 262 both copies inscribed by ML 'To Aunt Mary & Uncle Maurice with love from Max. Christmas 1948.' and 'To Donald and Dorrie [Seed] with best wishes from Max. Christmas 1948.' respectively.


2.72 report Aspects of Conservation: One DOE New Life for Old Buildings HMSO 1971 52 illustrated examples of conservation

2.73 report Preservation Policy Group (Lord Kennet chairman) Report to the Minister of Housing and Local Government HMSO May 1970 55 annotated by ML


2.75 book Bournville Village Trust Research Committee (P.S.Cadbury chairman) When We Build Again George Allen & Unwin Ltd 1941 138 A study based on research into conditions of living and working in Birmingham. Fully illustrated with maps, diagrams, plans and photographs.


2.78 book textbook R.V.Tait Elements of Marine Biology Butterworths 1968 272 an introductory course


2.81 book J. Middleton Murry The Challenge of Schweitzer Jason Press 1948 133 Schweitzer's music, work and philosophy was important to ML.

2.82 book G.P.Wibberley Agriculture and Urban Growth Michael Joseph 1959 240 A study of the competition for rural land in Great Britain with concluding chapter - a comparison with the USA.


2.84 booklet translated from Swedish by Burnett Anderson Swedish Institute Swedish Housing Swedish Society of Arts and Crafts 1949 64

2.85 booklet reprint from Erdkunde, Band XXVII, Lfg, 1973, Bonn pages 253-265 Hilgard O’Reilly Sternberg Development and Conservation Centre for Latin American Studies 1973 15 ..... some extensive tracts may be saved from piecemeal degradation. From management itself. From development. From man's busyness, his urge to assert himself, to cut and fill and straighten. Some tracts where it may be possible, actually, to "laissez faire la Nature". conclusion page 263. Copy stamped 'with the writer's compliments'.

2.86 magazine vol 9 num 1 Brazilian Bulletin Brazilian Government Trade Bureau June 1959 14 article: Brasilia - from pipe-dream to reality

2.87 duplicated report B.A.W.Trevallion A Report for the Greater Kano Planning Authority British Technical Assistance Mission April 1963 33 an interim statement on planning and development in Kano with maps and diagrams folded into rear.

2.88 reprint booklet from Town Planning Review volxxxii No 1 pages 27-36 Max Lock Redevelopment at Sevenoaks Liverpool University Press April 1960 12 history of redevelopment plans for the Shambles and vicinity in the town centre discussed and described with evolving plans 1954-59 and photos.

2.89 book Max Lock Group Bedford by the River John Murray 1952 140 inscribed 'To Max [Witney?] with every good wish from Max June 29th 1952.'

2.90 book Lewis Mumford Faith for Living Martin Secker and Warburg Ltd 1941 248


2.92 book Planning Research Studies Number one David Grove Population Patterns - their impact on regional planning Kwame Nkrumah University 1963 47 a preliminary analysis of the
1960 Census of Ghana. inscribed compliments slip inside front cover 'With best wishes - (signed)
David Grove 10.10.63’

2.93 reports 6 out of 7(?) preliminary reports spiral and staple bound Graeme Shankland
Planning Consultant's Report - City of Liverpool City and County Borough of Liverpool March 1962
vol 1 2nd edition July 1962 vol 1 preliminary proposals for central area redevelopment; vol 2
provisional comprehensive development area proposals and interim planning standards; vol 3
central area redevelopment phase one; vol 4 central area roads: new street system Roe Street-
Hood street improvement; vol 5 missing; vol 6 central area roads: new street system Mersey Tunnel
entrance improvement and flyover; vol 7 central area roads: inner motorway system.

2.94 newspaper supplement numbers 1 and 2 suplemento especial Aspectos Humanos da
Favela Carioca 0 Estado de S.Paulo 1960 no 1 40; no 2 48 survey of favela development in
Portugese. Estudo socio-economico elaborado pela SAGMACS

2.95 duplicated report Max Lock & Partners Development of Land at Blackfriars, Starr's Green
and Highlands, etc. Battle, Sussex ML&P February 1964 11 planning report to North Lodge Land
Ltd (Mr Tucker) on development potential of land south of Battle for housing.

2.96 report spiral bound A4 Steering Committee (E.R.Curtis chairman) The North Humberside
Development Association steering committee 1970 42 letter inside front cover from Stephen Hall
(member of Steering Committee) in relation to ML work on Beverley. Proposal for setting up
Association with backing from many listed subscribers including main contributors to the report -
University of Hull

a report by the London Region of the RIBA on the Greater London development plan. 'We are
unable to accept the GLDP in its present form ..... The essential ground work for planning London’s
future is provided by the Report of Studies. The GLC should therefore withdraw the GLDP,
establish a view of what London should be like, and positively rewrite the GLDP with that in mind.'

2.98 magazine Built Environment vol 3 no 5 The noise headache The Builder Ltd May 1974
survey of noise - a particular interest of ML

2.99 booklet planning bulletin no 3 Ministry of Housing and Local Government Town Centres
Cost and Control of Development HMSO 1963 22 annotated by ML

2.100 book B.A.W. Trevallion Metropolitan Kano Twenty Year Development Plan 1963-83 –
Report Newman Neame 1966 160 final report with master plan (scale 1:25000) folded in rear
cover. Reprinted pages 9-10 with corrections inside front cover

2.101 report spiral bound foolscap duplicated Max Lock and Partners - Ian Fraser and
Associates Woodley Airfield Comprehensive Development June 1963 46 survey report and
preliminary recommendations. b&w maps and diagrams

2.102 report spiral bound foolscap Max Lock and Partners Brentford's Riverfront Syon Park to
Strand on the Green 1965 77 a survey and outline planning report to the Brentford and Chiswick
Borough Council with coloured maps and diagrams and photographs

2.103 report paper bound A4 Anthony Goss The Architect and Town Planning RIBA May 1965
71

2.104 book 200x280mm landscape Max Lock and Partners Bedford by the River John Murray
1952 140 a town planning report with existing land use and future land use maps (approx 4”=1
mile) folded inside rear cover

2.105 report A4 bound card cover William Holford and Roy Kantorowich Durban 1985 City of
Durban(?) 1968 172 a plan for central Durban in its regional setting with coloured maps and
diagrams and photographs
2.106 report spiral bound A4 duplicated Colin Buchanan and Partners North East London June 1970 101 some implications of the Greater London Development Plan commissioned by the GLC. Edition without maps and diagrams. Conclusion (page 99 para 210) 'Our terms of reference required us to check the validity of the transportation policies in the Plan [the motorway box] having regard to the environmental objectives ....... we consider the transportation policies offer the only chance of reconciling the public's two demands - a greater mobility and a better environment. We see no other way.' Nigel Moor was a senior member of the Working Team.

2.107 report 2 vols spiral bound A4 duplicated Vol 1 Part 3 and Vol 1 maps Hugh Wilson and Lewis Wormesley Teesside Survey and Plan Draft report March 1968 100+ Part 3 local planning

2.108 report Nedeco Basrah Drainage and Sewerage Scheme Feb 1957 83 full technical report and detailed plans including full register of bench marks

2.109 report card bound A4 duplicated Metra International The Scientific Approach to Problems of Urban Traffic 1966 111 proceedings of a seminar held at Strasbourg Nov 1966 with maps and diagrams

2.110 report card bound A4 Colin Buchanan Greenwich and Blackheath Study April 1971 89 inscribed 'To Max Best wishes Nigel (Moor) May 1971. A Report to the GLC. Nigel Moor was Team Leader. Concluded cut and fill A2 dual carriageway across Blackheath and limit to traffic on other roads impinging on the heath.

2.111 brochure card bound A4 Regional & Urban Planning Services for Local Authorities Economist Intelligence Unit 1971 8 sets out services for survey and advice by the EIU to local authorities.

2.112 report card bound A4 in German Feuchtinger, Rucker and Schlums Verkehrsuntersuchung über das Fernverkehrssstrassenetz im Raume Munchen Kirschbaum Verlag 1956 132 traffic analysis and projections for Munich. b&w maps and diagrams.

2.113 report card bound A4 South East Joint Planning Team Strategic Plan for the South East HMSO June 1970 110 37 maps and diagrams bound in rear. Report designed to provide a strategic framework for the longer-term development of the region.

2.114 report card bound A4 Planning Bulletin 2 Ministry of Housing and Local Government Residential Areas Higher Densities HMSO 1962 reprinted 1963 12 2 copies. Foreword by Keith Joseph (minister) 'We need not one or the other, but both - more land and higher densities


2.116 magazine A4 The Ecologist vol 2 no 1 Edward Goldsmith and others Blueprint for Survival Ecosystems Ltd Jan 1972 44 the ethos of expansion is not sustainable and policies for a stable society need to be studied and brought into effect.

2.117 report card bound A4 reprint from the Architects Journal The Civic Trust Conservation Areas The Civic Trust 1967 87 A survey by the Civic Trust Preserving the architectural and historic scene.

3.1 brochure Sir Colin Thornton-Kemsley (chairman of committee) Change and Challenge Conservative Political Centre 1962 64 considers what should be the aims of town and country planning and whether any changes of policy or machinery are to be recommended

3.2 report spiral bound foolscap various speakers including ML Report of Town Planning Conference National Chamber of Trade 1964 69 paper given by ML 'As a Planner sees the Problem'. Other papers annotated by ML. Photocopies of articles by Harvey Cole inside front cover - Town Centre Schemes and Their Feasibility (Investors Chronicle March 6 1964) - Specialist economic studies for urban redevelopment (Municipal Engineering Jan 10 1964). Letter from Anthony Goss inside rear cover returning copy of ML NCT paper and copy of his own to be
given to RIBA Annual conference 1964 titled Town Planning and the Architect and referring to ML paper.

3.3 magazine  The Municipal Review vol 35 no 415  The month reviewed - The Other Tier or What Kind of Regionalism? Association of Municipal Corporations  July 1964  3 385-388 article annotated by ML

3.4 brochure  Town government in the twentieth century  Non-County Boroughs Committee for England and Wales undated  8 annotated by ML. The committee operates within the Association of Municipal Councils.

3.5 journal  Housing vol XXII no 3 paper by ML Max Lock  ‘Where are the New Houses to go?’ Institute of Housing  Dec 1960  23 96-111 and 129-134 paper as given with following discussion and speakers reply and paper as printed for circulation.

3.6 report  2 copies spiral bound A4 duplicated with tables but no figures Peter Hills Maiduguri Planning Study  Max Lock Group (Nigeria)  April 1975  44 analysis of traffic surveys carried out during 1973 and 1974 and recommendations for transport investment and improvement. One copy corrected and annotated by ML with two pages of notes and queries inside front cover.

3.7 booklet  Timothy Knight and others  Let Our Cities Live  Conservative Political Centre 1960  44  A Bow Group pamphlet on town planning. Annotated by ML.

3.8 booklet  Towns for our Times  The Labour Party  1961  39 The fourth of a series of 'Looking Ahead' pamphlets to promote discussion on various topics - in this case town and country planning.


3.10 brochure  Cumbernauld Development Corporation  Cumbernauld Development Corporation undated  20

3.11 report  Adeyinka Morgan (chairman) and others  The Morgan Salaries and Wages Review Commission Federal Republic of Nigeria  1964  155 report of the Commission on the review of wages, salary and conditions of service of the junior employees of the governments of the federation and in private establishments

3.12 report  spiral bound foolscap  5 copies Max Lock and Partners  Linthorpe Road  ML&P Feb 1969  41 the case for the retention in Middlesbough's town centre of Linthorpe Road. A report to the Linthorpe Road Traders' Association.


3.14 magazine  vol 50 no6 Journal of the Town Planning Institute  TPI  June 1964  articles Reflections on Planning by Dame Evelyn Sharpe and Planning Education and the Public by John N. Jackson annotated by ML

3.15 magazine  vol 50 no 8 Journal of the Town planning Institute  TPI  Sept/October 1964 announces elections to committees - ML on Public Relations and Practice Committee - notices page 362


3.17 brochure  Chiswick Staithe  Samuel Properties Group  1964  4 related to Brentford and Chiswick Riverside Study
3.18 brochure Planning Bulletin no 3 Ministry of Housing and Local Government Town Centres HMSO 1963 23 cost and control of development


3.20 report A4 back cover missing Ludovico B. Belgiojoso and others Studio Preliminare per la Metropolitana Veneta Relazione Generale Dec 1968 36 regional study of Venice in Italian maps and tables b&w

3.21 report card cover typed foolscape (carbon copy) Peter J. Hills Traffic in Salisbury July 1964 31 traffic and road proposals (by Wiltshire CC) for the central area reappraised.

3.22 report card cover foolscape b&w maps, diagrams, tables and photos Max Lock Planning Group Outline Plan for the Portsmouth District 1949-1966 Hampshire County Council May 1949 159 final report 2 copies

3.23 report card cover duplicated folded in maps and plans G.W.King edited and approved by Max Lock The Final Report of the United Nations Field Town Planner Jordan 1955 45 part I - a development plan for the capital city of Amman; part II - a master plan for the port of Aqaba; part III - Future town planning in Jordan. ML was the United Nations Town Planning Consultant and Gerald King the United Nations Field Town Planner who later became a partner in Max lock and Partners and ran the Bedford office. reprint from the Manchester Guardian clipped inside front cover 'Ring Road Carried by the Roofs of Flats' British firms plan for Amman Feb 28 1956

3.24 report card cover duplicated maps folded in rear cover Max Lock - John Pantlin - Rusi Khambatta The Survey and Plan for Margil Jan 1956 73 prepared for the Director General of Ports, Iraq. It presents outline recommendations for the physical development of the township of Margil (within the Basrah Port Area), and states the factors governing these physical recommendations and the problems involved.

3.25 report stiff card bound foolscape; duplicated; pullout maps in rear Max Lock and others Report on Investigation into Port Development at Um Qasr authors 1955 126 report commissioned by Crown Agents on behalf of Basrah Port Directorate. Coode & Partners principal consultants as civil engineers; commercial and economic aspects by Sir Richard Ritchie and F.J.Downsett; ML report on Town Planning (pages 83-126) with diagramatic layouts of the new town and its town centre 1"=1500’ and 1"=500’ respectively.

3.26 report card bound foolscape typescript (carbon) with fold in maps Max Lock Report on Um Qasr Max Lock and Partners March 1955 31 original report to Coode and Partners. Much fuller than the edited version included in final report by Coode and Partners - which see 3.25

3.27 report spiral bound card cover A4; maps b&w; 2 copies Max Lock Beverley Heritage Study Max Lock and Partners Dec 1971 68 preliminary report for the Beverley Borough Council to counteract the County Planning Authority's road proposals within the Conservation Area of the town centre. Peter Hills - traffic; Michael Read - valuation: Michael Theis - survey and production

3.28 report plastic slide and card bound A4 Max Lock and Partners An Appreciation of Town Planning in the Central Areas of Torbay author July 1962 10 a consultancy submission to the Planning Committee Torbay County Borough Council

3.29 report card bound foolscape; duplicated with pull out plans; 2 copies Max Lock The Redevelopment of the Central Area Max Lock and Partners June 1962 40 The Royal Town of Sutton Coldfield consultant's report to the Borough Council

3.31 brochure card bound A4 in French and English Municipal Housing Department Amsterdam Amsterdam Townplanning and Housing in Pictures author 1950 50 published by the department on the occasion of the 20th International Congress for Housing and Townplanning at Amsterdam which ML attended. Insert inside front cover gives statistical breakdown of housing conditions in Amsterdam (July 1950).

3.32 booklet card bound A5 Public Relations Office - City of Amsterdam Amsterdam in the Year 2000 an example of Town Planning author 1949 second edition 1950 30

3.33 brochure paper cover A4 various Kalatura Urban Council Silver Jubilee Souvenir Kaltura Urban Council 1949 115

3.34 book A4 landscape bound in Portugese Milton C. Ghiraldini Brasilia Plano Piloto Habitat Editora Ltda 1958 54 inscribed 'To Mr Lock sincerely Milton Ghiraldini 1958'


3.36 report spiral bound card cover foolscap; badly dis-coloured Photostat Associated Maritime Consultants Report on the Proposed Development of the Waterfront, Kuwait Author Sept 1961 48 mostly the work of Max Lock and Partners (Gerald King supervising partner). Model photographs, sketches and pull out plans in rear. All text in separate Arabic section.

3.37 file foolscap manila with two full envelopes inside; marked on outside in ML hand M.L. Lectures '59; also 'Music & the Architect' etc '56 various drafts of 'Where are the houses to go'; mix of letters and cuttings; 100+ sheets related to 'Music and the Architect' needs sorting

3.38 bundle of 5 files top files headed Lectures & Lecture Notes 1944-46 mostly public meetings files headed; Public meetings & lectures '44-'46; films; public meetings 1944; public meetings 1945-46; public meetings Oct '45-Dec.'46

3.39 bundle of 5 files manila foolscap 1944-46 files headed; Bradford correspondence London; unnamed mostly 'Civic Diagnosis' corrected typescripts and tables; unnamed mostly 'Civic Diagnosis'; Hull Brian Hall; Hull Funds.

3.40 bundle of 11 files manila treasury tagged foolscap; generally related to Middlesbrough 1944-46 raw data from surveys, other towns and correspondence by subject files headed; atmospheric pollution; sociological surveys general; markets; history; transport; piped services; unnamed related to St Hilda's ward; population by wards; health; wartime social survey; shopping.

3.41 bundle of 10 files manila foolscap 1945-46 Middlesbrough book proof copies of maps, diagrams and corrections files headed; open space; physical features; land use; transport; housing; history; detail plans; health; shops; population.

3.42 bundle of 3 files manila foolscap; one badly damaged by damp contents no longer in date order 1944-46 Middlesbrough survey and plan files headed; correspondence with councilors and officials (damaged); questionnaires; miscellaneous letters Middlesbrough.

3.43 folder linen backed and stapled foolscap; typed 1944 Middlesbrough Docks statement of imports and exports by weight 1914 to 1943 inclusive.

3.44 3 plans one original coloured, one dieline, 2 true to scale late 1930s 'Tanglewood Croft' Common Road, Stanmore the prints are submitted drawings to Urban District of Harrow for approval of ML's 'timber house' and stamped 'passed'. The coloured drawing is of a detached traditional suburban house - location not known. All are 1/8th inch to the foot scale.

4.1 2 files and map manila foolscap; 6"=1 mile 1964 Oldham CB file headings; condition survey Westwood Ward; St Mary's & part Coldhurst Wards

4.2 file manila foolscap 1949-50 P.E.P. Broadsheet 'Town Planning and the Public'
4.3 file manila foolscap 1949-50 file heading; correspondence with professional bodies
   22/7/49 - 31/12/50 234 pages

4.4 file manila foolscap 1949-50 file heading; foreign visits and contacts August 1949 -
   31/12/50 116 pages

4.4 bundle of 3 files manila foolscap c.1950 Town Planning Institute file headings; proposed
   record of town planning research - sub-committee of research committee; research committee;
   education committee.

4.5 2 files manila foolscap 1950-51 7 Victoria Square file headings; ML.7A London House.
   Domestic staff & arrangements; ML.7 London house. Mar '50-Mar '51

4.6 2 files manila foolscap 1947-51 personal file headings; ML 1. general personal,
   correspondence 12/7/49-31/12/50; ML 5. "Little Stratford" [ML family house] and P.D.Lock [Donald -
   ML's twin brother] 1/1/47-31/3/51

4.7 files packed in tied tape storage folder headed MLA c.1955 Thetford, Kuwait and Jordan
   storage labeled; Thetford; Kuwait + 2 unbound copies of report to Dobbie and Partners; Jordan
   reports 1955.

4.8 files packed in tied tape storage folder foolscap headed ML I 1957-59 mostly ML
   correspondence storage labeled; arrangements for lectures 1952-1959; miscellaneous personal
   correspondence 1957-1959; correspondence on Hull 1957/58; correspondence with ML at Harvard
   1957/58; Holland 1957; Brazil, West Indies 1958; Holland tour 1957.

4.9 files packed in tied tape storage folder foolscap headed ML F 1954-1961 Sevenoaks
   storage labeled; 5424 & 5829 Sevenoaks Central Area Redevelopment Files - 1954-1958, 1959,
   1960, 1961; see E.

4.10 files packed in tied tape storage folder foolscap headed ML E 1962 Sevenoaks folder
    labeled; 5424 & 5829 Sevenoaks Central Area Redevelopment File 1962 Public Enquiry
    Documents see F

5.1 notebooks 2 packets of 14 and 8 standard hard back (180x115mm) notebooks wrapped
   together in clear plastic 1964-69 and 1970-73 respectively almost entirely ML's professional life -
   summaries of meetings and interviews - queries to be raised - persons to be contacted - a memory
   jogger. ML dated the beginning of most notebooks and these dates have been transferred to the
   spine of each by MT. ML did not date each entry so the end date in each case will have to be
   established from diary or other sources to establish whether these represent a complete
   chronological set. They are a primary source for ML's thoughts during this period.

5.2 desk diaries 9 volumes of various shapes and sizes 1961-69 mostly appointments and
   movements with some notes. entries that are not in ML's hand are mostly by Mrs Joanna Barren,
   the partnership secretary.

5.3 notebooks 3 red manila cover 180x115mm 1962-63 various but large entries concerning
   Salisbury Enquiry and Woodley see summary entry for 5.1

5.4 duplicate book 100 leaves mostly carbon copies 1972 various - with many letters from ML
   initial tour through NE State Nigeria including the episode ending with a broken leg. this is one of
   many of ML's 'butcher's books' that he kept during this period. Indexed by ML on first page

5.5 notebook foolcap lined tearout - cover and some pages missing 1969 headed by ML
   'Hackney etc. 1969 also drafts for Linthorpe Road report, Mexican architecture review and outline
   for a three months course on town planning

5.6 diary 2 A4 dateaday diaries hard back 1978-79 appointments and notes concentrating on
   work to Addicroft Mill and other domestic matters in his retirement rear of each volume is ML's
   comprehensive 'post book' record of letters he has written during the year.
5.7 typescript in ring binder 250x220mm 1952 India/Ceylon tour cover headed 'Indian Diary.1952. (confidential) by Max Lock'. Text marked in pencil [indicating sections for publication?].

5.8 photographs 5 ring binders each with 30-40 pages of mounted b&w prints ? tours of far east, India, Ceylon and Scandinavia all unlabeled

5.9 15 notebooks spiral bound (7) and red manila stapled 180xll5mm (7) and one hard back. 1942 - 1963 not continuous similar to 5.1 and 5.8 which see headed on front cover or first page by ML unless stated MT in which case the date is deduced from contents; 26.9.42; Jordan & Iraq Nov-Dec 1954; Iraq Jan 55; London August - Sept 1955; Oct 1955; London Oct 1955; Jan - Feb 1957; Jan/Feb 59 MT; April '59; May 1959; 1960 MT; 1960 MT; 1961 MT; 1961 MT; 1963 MT.

5.10 notebook duplicate book A4 1974 letters and style similar to 5.4 which see letters are mostly to and from Maiduguri concerning NE State work.

5.11 photographs foolscap envelope manila 1930s architectural photos of jobs during 1930s includes set of progress photos (b&w) during building of Stanmore timber house.

5.12 files 4 plain manila quarto 1930s early architectural work files headed; 'Hygena' Cabinets Co Ltd; R.C. Mathew quantity surveyor; M.A. Witney Esq [one of ML's earliest clients who became a lifelong friend with same birthday but 40-50 years earlier - he certainly saw out his 100th]; Wm King & Sons Ltd.

5.13 files 1 green manila folder foolscap; 1 blue manila quarto. 1930s architectural work files headed; private practice 1934-1936; alphabetical list of 63 paper clipped contents

5.14 file black manila foolscap containing plumbing estimate and many other loose associated letters 1936 architectural work for Max Witney estimates and trade correspondence concerning the building of "Tarbert", Stratford Road, Watford

5.15 photographs 13 b&w prints 1957-58 Brasilia, San Paulo 2 (240x180mm) Brasilia; 11 (180x115mm) stamped 'Divisao de Documentacao' with date and reference number

5.16 file green manila quarto 1960 Brasilia text and corrected draft of lecture and envelope with spare concert programmes for recital by ML 16/4/60 Porto Alegre. File incorrectly headed Brazil press cuttings


5.18 letters foolscap manila envelope c.1960 Australia envelope labeled; Australians. Many letters in envelope.

5.19 letters foolscap manila envelope containing three other envelopes individually labeled reflecting the main labeling and filled with letters. c. 1960 letters from Americans envelope labeled by ML; Letters to ML in America 1957/8 - Americans (students) - Jean-Paul Louy [?] - Alec Cox - Frank Marshall

5.20 files 2 green manila folders with letters, brochures, conference papers c. 1960 Brazil Files headed; 2nd visit to Brazil March 1960; Brazil - San Paulo - Brazilia

5.21 journal RIBA vol 46 third series no 10; article Timber House in Middlesex RIBA 20 March 1939 3 (510-512) standard RIBA write up of project with photos and drawings

5.22 files 1 plain manila foolscap; 1 green manila 1952-54 Poland Files headed; ML.2B. Visit to Poland. 1952. and subsequent connected matters; Tour of Poland. 1954.

5.23 file plain manila foolscap treasury tagged 1952-55 India file headed; ML.2A(l). Indian affairs subsequent to 1952 tour. Contains 100+ letters to ML and carbon copies of his replies.
6.1 booklet reprint no 362 Hilgard O'Reilly Sternberg A Geographer's View of Race and Class in Latin America Centre for Latin American Studies University of California 1970 15 (279-293) carbon letter of receipt from J.Barren (on behalf of ML) in front cover

6.2 book A5 hard back E.H.Bullock Planning Tomorrow's Britain Frederick Muller 1944 77 author was deputy town clerk of Kingston-upon-Hull

6.3 Hansard vol 467 no 59 West Hartlepool Extension Bill HMSO 20 March 1952 20 (2653-2692) annotated by ML

6.4 brochure A5 card cover Summary of Operations Mount Isa Mines Ltd 1958 60

6.5 book card cover and dust jacket in Portuguese Carlos Fayet and others Delta do Jacuí Plano Piloto Municipal de Porto Alegre 1958 78 inscribed 'Ao prof. Max Lock, [signed] C Fayet'

6.6 book card cover 280x210mm landscape duplicated in Portuguese Stelio Moraes As Capitais University of Brasil 1949 246 inscribed in Portuguese to ML by the author 1960. Study of the history, evolution and destiny of capital cities and the factors determining 'da escolha, permanencia e mudanca de uma capital'. China, India, Turkey, Russia, USA, Canada, Argentina, Australia and Brasil.

6.7 booklet A5 card cover reprint no 310 Hilgard O'Reilly Sternberg Man and Environmental Change in South America University of California 1968 33 (413-445) see 6.1

6.8 brochures 10 in folder A4 Ministry of Housing Israel Builds Ministry of Housing State of Israel 1964 folder inscribed 'Max, here is your copy of the book given to us by the Ministry of Housing / Gerald [King]. Brochures headed: Israel Builds; Housing and Integration of Immigrants; Building Methods in Israel; For Better Living; Rural Planning in Israel; the remaining five are for building contractors.

6.9 report foolscap card cover The Education Committee Development Plan for Primary and Secondary Education as required by section 11 of the Education Act 1944 County Borough of West Hartlepool Nov 1946 74 annotated by Frank Layfield - Max Lock Group member responsible for education - Hartlepools Survey and plan which see

6.10 books 4 copies slightly damaged Max Lock The Hartlepools - A Survey and Plan West Hartlepool Corporation 1948 262 three copies Hartlepool edition; one copy with dust jacket distributed by Dennis Dobson Ltd. Proofs of maps and photos inside front cover of one copy. One copy signed by contributors and dated ML 1948 and annotated by ML in pencil.

6.11 books 2 copies damaged 310x250mm landscape no dust jackets Max Lock The Middlesbrough Survey and Plan The Middlesbrough Corporation 1946 483 one copy is old file copy MLP - the other in better condition has inscription cut out from flyleaf. Both copies complete with maps in end covers.

6.12 books 10 copies scuffed 180x240mm landscape Max Lock and others The New Basrah Max Lock and Partners (500 copies) 1956 78 members of the group; ML; John Pantlin; Rusi Khambatta; Lewis Jones; Martin Opie


6.15 report card cover foolscap duplicated pull out plans in rear Max Lock & Partners Draft Report on the Redevelopment of Salisbury City Centre authors Dec 1962 68
6.16  report  spiral bound foolscap duplicated 4 copies slightly damaged  Max Lock & Partners  Final Report to the Council of the City of New Sarum  authors  June 1963  63

6.17  report  spiral bound card cover foolscap 3 copies slightly scuffed  Max Lock and Partners  Brentford's Riverfront  authors  1965  77  The Borough of Brentford and Chiswick - Syon Park to Strand on the Green. A survey and preliminary plan. Full colour pull out plans and photos

6.18  booklet  hard cover A4 3 copies (2 still in printer's wrapping)  Max Lock and Partners  Max Lock and Partners  authors  undated (mid sixties)  75  record of mostly architectural work but some planning for sending out to potential clients.

6.19  book  hard back 200x270mm landscape 2 copies scuffed  Max Lock Group  Bedford by the River  John Murray  1952  140  a town planning report to the Bedford Corporation with photographs, diagrams and full colour pull out plans. Folded colour existing and future land use plans (4.5"=1 mile) in rear cover pocket. One is ML&P file copy.

6.20  report  spiral bound card cover foolscap duplicated with pull out plans  Max Lock and Partners  Iraq Ubullah Neighbourhood  ML&P  August 1956  24  a town plan for a population of 15000 persons at Shatt-Al-Turk, Margil for the Director-General of Ports and Navigation His Excellency General Sami Fattah

6.21  report  spiral bound card cover A4 duplicated  Max Lock and Partners  Beverley Heritage Study  ML&P  Dec 1971  68  preliminary report to the Beverley Borough Council. Maps and diagrams. Peter Hills traffic; Michael Read valuation; Michael Theis survey and report

6.22  report  spiral bound card cover foolscap  Max Lock and Partners  The Case for the Retention in Middlesbrough's Town Centre of Linthorpe Road  ML&P  Feb 1969  41  a report to the Linthorpe Road Traders' Association. Peter Hills traffic; Harvey Cole economist; Michael Theis survey and report

6.23  report  unbound card cover typed with 1:1250 scale plan and section  Max Lock and Partners  Report on Stratford Market for the County Borough of West Ham  ML&P  Dec 1960  32  cover marked 'edited copy do not send out'. Annotated by ML. Michael Theis survey; Laurence Perlton plans

6.24  report  card cover foolscap typed unsigned carbon file copy  Max Lock and Partners  Preliminary Report to Borough of Sutton Coldfield Redevelopment Committee on Development of the Central Area.  ML&P  May 1961  8  personal first hand report by ML

6.25  report  card cover plastic slide bound A4  Max Lock and Partners  An Appreciation of Town Planning in the Central Areas of Torbay  ML&P  July 1968  10  proposal to the newly formed Torbay County Borough for a planning study following the economic study carried out by Development Analysts

6.26  report  card cover A4 with appendices 2 copies  UDAG  Dunstable A Report by the Urban Development Advice Group concerning the future planned development of the Borough Draft UDAG  Oct 1970  48  report 57 appendices project team; Gerald King; Michael Theis; Richard Evely; Michael Read; from Max Lock Group and others from members of UDAG notably David Trumper on traffic

6.27  report  spiral bound card cover duplicated pull out maps  Peter J. Hills  Traffic in Woodley  author  July 1967  34  a reappraisal of the traffic likely to be generated by the Woodley development in 1985 and a comparative assignment of the traffic to three alternative highway systems. The Woodley development was being designed by Max Lock & Partners and Ian Fraser and Associates (see 6.28). Hills was their traffic advisor.

6.28  report  spiral bound card cover foolscap duplicated pull out plans and maps  Max Lock and Partners  Woodley Airfield Comprehensive Development  ML&P  June 1963  46  in association with Ian Fraser and Associates survey report and preliminary recommendations
6.29 report spiral bound card cover foolscap duplicated pull out plans Max Lock and Partners
A New Town at Sheikh 'Othman colony of Aden ML&P Sept 1960 44 a town plan for a
This report supersedes the preliminary Report dated September 1960' [ie date on cover]. Detailed
consideration given to house and flat type design.

6.30 book hard back 260x360mm damaged by damp Max Lock and Partners Kaduna
1917/1967/2017 Faber and Faber 1967 245

7.1 files bundle of 7 files 1946-1952 Hartlepools files headed; 'Northern Daily Mail' press
cuttings from March 1948 to June 1949; press cuttings West Hartlepool (1946-48); West
Hartlepool Extension Bill Select Committee; 2 files identical Material from Mr Max Lock to be
considered as evidence for Local Inquiry at West Hartlepool on 21 November 1950; the
Hartlepools:- development plan inquiry Nov 1950 cuttings from the "Northern Daily Mail"; the

7.2 brochure card bound with rear map pocket 230x290mm landscape County Borough of
West Hartlepool West Hartlepool Development Plan Town and Country Planning Act 1947 West
Hartlepool C.B. 1950 25 the first development plan to come before public enquiry under the
1947 Act and at which ML was prime witness. see Northern Daily Mail 7.3. and press cuttings 7.1

7.3 newspaper 10 copies Northern Daily Mail articles covering public inquiry Portsmouth
and Sunderland Newspapers Ltd Nov 21 - Dec 1 1950 set of copies with two duplicates (Nov 21
and 22) covering the public inquiry into the West Hartlepool Development Plan. ML was chief
witness

7.4 files 4 files plain manila treasury tagged and 1 envelope 1946-48 Hartlepools Survey
and Plan files headed; press cuttings West Hartlepool legislation; 32 W.Hartlepool public
meetings engagements 23 item indexed on front; 33A West Hartlepool indexed inside front cover
first page note 'unimportant material extracted & destroyed 8/8/50 J.Clark [ML sec.]; 33B
Hartlepool tables; envelope headed; West H'pool book illustrations

7.5 files 3 manila treasury tagged 1946-52 Hartlepools Survey and Plan files headed; 30
Social Survey 20 items indexed on front cover; 31 West Hartlepool Town and Country Planning
Ministry 13 item indexed on front cover; West Hartlepool Miscellaneous from April 1948 to
December 1952 100+ pages.

7.6 files 2 plain manila 1947 Hartlepools Survey and Plan files headed; 29 West Hartlepool
I code sheets sample survey; 28 sample.

7.7 files 5 plain manila four treasury tagged 1944-46 Middlesbrough Survey and Plan files
headed; initial talks and lists of requirements; Tyneside; committees; Middlesbrough survey
(Raybould, Mole, Councillor Ramsey); Middlesbrough A.E.Smailes.

7.8 files 4 plain manila one tied one treasury tagged 1944-47 Middlesbrough Survey and
Plan files headed; Middlesbrough book file; tied Middlesbrough book file; treasury tagged
Middlesbrough planning 1947 book indexed on front cover (43); Middlesbrough book file.

7.9 file plain manila treasury tagged 1948-49 Middlesbrough model file page numbered 49
and typed indexed inside front cover. The contents deal with the copy made of the Middlesbrough
model for DRU for touring abroad with British Council exhibition.

7.10 files 3 plain manila treasury tagged 1944-45 Middlesbrough Survey and Plan files
headed; allotments open space; the river port; urbanization survey.

7.11 file plain manila 1945-46 publishing and lectures file headed; publicity. Contains
letters to and from potential Publishers. Drafts and carbons of lectures, reviews and articles
written during this period by ML.
7.12 loose leaf notebooks 'Loxon' 4 hardback folders string bound 240x290mm 1946-47 Middlesbrough Survey and Plan notebooks made up with typed text and maps and diagrams as final draft of book contents and order. Headed; [none] contents open space; geographic & economic background. industry; housing in Middlesbrough [top copy]; housing in Middlesbrough [carbon copy].

7.13 journal vol XXXVI no 1 Journal of the Town Planning Institute 2 copies A.Limon (article) The Cost of Redevelopment TPI Nov-Dec 1949 5 (10-14) report of the Borough Treasurer on the financial considerations of the West Hartlepool part of the Hartlepools Survey and Plan. illustrated by plans of the town centre and Seaton Carew.

7.14 journal vol xlvi No 10 Journal of the TPI Max Lock (article) Where are the New Houses to go? (part 1) TPI Nov 1960 3 (264-266) first part of paper presented to Institute of Housing 16 Sept 1960. see 7.15 for second part.

7.15 journal vol xlvi No 11 Journal of the TPI 7 copies Max Lock (article) Where are the houses to go? (part 2) TPI Dec 1960 3 (304-306) second part of paper presented to Institute of Housing 16 Sept 1960. see 7.14 for part 1


8.1 photos 9 prints b&w mostly 170x200mm approx in manila envelope c.1950 Purbrook model 2 prints include ML, Joan Clark (sec) and two others (?)

8.2 files 4 manila foolscap folders 3 plain 1 blue c.1950 Portsmouth and District Survey and Plan files headed; Portsmouth District general from 1-4-50; K2(i) final report correspondence to & from F.Layfield; N3A Location other than questionnaires; N3 Location questionnaire

8.3 reports duplicated foolscap bound and unbound in stages of preparation Max Lock & Partners (M.Theis; H.Cole) Salisbury Central Area: Shopping Survey ML&P 1961-62 draft report annotated by ML and MT; copy without tables; final version as presented to the Public Inquiry March 1962

8.4 report treasury tagged in red manila covers duplicated H.Rackham (City Engineer) City of New Sarum Report on the Central Shopping Area of Salisbury City Council June 1966 54 and 7 appendices and 11 pull out plans and diagrams in rear report produced subsequent to the Hammerson Public Inquiry in 1962 and showing a more optimistic assessment for additional retail floor space than that produced by the shopping survey by ML&P for the Inquiry.

8.5 report card bound foolscap duplicated with maps and diagrams E.Storey County Planning Officer Wiltshire Report and Analysis of the Survey for the Development Plan for the Town Map Area of Salisbury Wiltshire CC Nov 1952 63

8.6 report card bound E.Storey County Planning Officer County Development Plan Written Statement Wiltshire CC 1959 55

8.7 report duplicated foolscap stapled unbound R.St. George Whelan Application by Hammerson Group of Companies Ministry of Housing and Local Government Jan 1964 37 Inspector's Report on Public Inquiry 1963 Wiltshire CC and New Sarum County Borough Council in which ML was chief witness for the CB against the applicant. The Inspector recommended planning permission be refused.

8.8 file blue manila folder foolscap bulging with papers 1962-64 Salisbury Hammerson Public Inquiry file headed 'evidence' in ML hand. Proofs of evidence from many of the chief witnesses, letters, brief to counsel, some correspondence and maps, much annotation by ML all stuffed loose leaf into folder

8.9 file blue manila folder foolscap loose leaf 1963-4 Salisbury Hammerson Inquiry file headed 'floor space shopping and retail survey M.Theis Harvey' in ML hand. Includes original
New Street Chequer floor space survey and letters from MT concerning detailed relevance of figures and their derivation and other papers annotated by ML and maps.

8.10 press cuttings plain manila envelope 300x400mm c.1962 Salisbury Envelope headed in ML hand 'Duplicates Salisbury Press Cuttings'. Many original and a bundle of Photostats

8.11 photographs plain manila envelope 250x300mm 1963 Salisbury model envelope headed in ML hand 'Salisbury Model Photos & Negatives'. B&W prints 200x250mm 4 from the south 3 from the north and negatives.

8.12 file orange manila foolscap with stapled report and other loose papers. 1961-62 Salisbury file headed Report to County Planning officer on Redevelopment of the Central Area. Contains ML original proposal for work; carbon (unnamed-undated) 11 pages foolscap Proposed Inner Ring Road; draft preliminary report; corrected photostat of original proposal; letters to ML and maps.

8.13 report card cover unbound foolscap duplicated with maps and photos Max Lock and Partners Salisbury The Redevelopment of the City Centre ML&P June 1963 64 unbound copy of final printed report

8.14 report card cover bound foolscap duplicated 7 pull out plans in rear Max Lock and Partners Draft Report on the Redevelopment of the Salisbury City Centre ML&P Dec 1962 67 ML copy and annotated by him

8.15 report paper cover stapled A4 duplicated maps in rear cover various suggested Traffic Plan for Salisbury City of New Sarum and Wiltshire CC Oct 1966 40

8.16 report card cover bound foolscap typed carbon Peter J. Hills Traffic in Salisbury author July 1964 31 Proposals for the central area reappraised

8.17 file plain manila folder foolscap filled with loose letters and papers. 1972-77 mostly Max Lock Group affairs file headed in ML hand 'MLG partnerships etc.' There are many relevant legal papers and letters here but the file is in an awful loose muddle.

8.18A file plain manila foolscap with loose papers and letters 1972-75 MLG bank affairs statements, letters and other bank business but far from complete. File headed in ML hand 'M.L.G. a/c & M.L.G. Nigeria a/c Lloyds'

8.18B file plain manila folder foolscap filled with letters and papers 1940s School of Architecture Hull many hundreds of letters and papers badly damaged by damp on left hand (binding) side but mostly fully legible. Will need careful handling to extract material much of which must be important to that period of ML's career

8.19 file Manila envelope 250x400mm filled with papers c.1970 Beverley envelope headed in ML hand 'Beverley'. Contains letters, maps, ML foolscap notebook headed M'bro Enquiry 1970 and Beverley; report HMSO Traffic and Transport Plans, Civic Amenities Act; Development Analysts Ltd report on Beverley shopping; newspaper cuttings and other ML notes

8.20 file plain Manila folder foolscap with loose letters and papers c.1970-71 Beverley inquiry file headed in ML hand 'ML & PH [Peter Hills] evidence plus Govt Circulars etc'. This is ML's working file for the inquiry and report with many notes and drafts, newspaper cuttings and large manila envelope filled with Beverley related papers and reports

8.21 file plain manila foolscap envelope folder 1971 Beverly inquiry file headed in ML hand '1971 B.Inq Proofs of Evidence, etc'

8.22 card index 100+ cards with unnamed dividers handwritten with paper-clipped newspaper and other cuttings c.1948 personal cards headed by country with dated notes on events. Those headed 'home' have many personal notes including thoughts on structure for formation of Group and reasons for break up of Group after Portsmouth. The cards are now in disorder and loose.
Were there more? And how were they originally indexed? Or were they? Also many quotations and philosophical epigrams. All a good clue to ML's frame of mind at that time.

8.23 files 4 manila foolscap folders (3 blue 1 plain) treasury tagged early 1950s Town Planning Institute files headed; 1952 school of planning board of management; Town Planning Institute education committee from 1-1-51 to 25-6-52; Town Planning Institute library, journal & public relations committee from 1-1-50 to 10-5-50; P.E.P. broadsheet "Town planning and the public." (1950).

8.24 file plain manila foolscap loose papers 1960s Town Planning Institute file headed T.P.I by ML containing mostly duplicated papers issued by the TPI


8.26 file green manila folder foolscap filled with loose papers and letters some treasury tagged in order 1960-61 Hildenborough file headed; Foxbush Estate - Hildenborough; letters, plans and proofs of evidence

8.27 files 2 manila files red and orange filled with loose papers 1969-70 Hackney files headed by ML; Hackney 1; Hackney 2; these are ML working files for the Hackney Pilot Study and the setting up of the South Shoreditch Study. Both, being loose, are in considerable disorder but contain the relevant papers.

8.28 report plain manila folder foolscap plastic slide bound typed carbon copy Max Lock and Partners Hackney Planning A Pilot Survey ML&P August 1969 26 with additional 5 page office financial analysis report produced by ML; MT; in conjunction with Leonard Manasseh and Elizabeth Chesterton. Most of the work was conducted by MT and EC. This copy is the ML&P office copy.

8.29 file green back-spring file with loose photocopies 1970 GLDP Inquiry transcript file headed by ML; Greater London Plan Day 6-Day 8 October 1970. Transcripts complete for days 6 and 7 but only to page 47 for day 8.

8.30 slides 14 35mm in box Brentford and Chiswick marked on box Report maps b&w & colour

8.31 slides 30 glass 17 plastic in cigar box Middlesbrough box marked in ML hand 'M'bro H'pools' but in fact no Hartlepools slides found in box

8.32 slides 7 glass (1 broken), 1 plastic in cube slide box Hartlepools Report maps ' box marked in ML hand 'Hartlepools'

9.1 postcard album hardback bound 280x200 slotted c.50 leaves with 2 pcs a side 1956-71 collection of postcards from all over the world from ML to Mrs Clifford (Rowena) Ramsey his devoted next door neighbour at Victoria Square ML was regular in sending pcs to Rowena from his travels and she was methodical in keeping his records so this collection is a valuable check on ML's movements during this period.

9.2 file ring bind without covers 1951-52 India/Pakistan lecture tour for British council letters of arrangement, programmes and schedules 50+ pages

9.3 file lined paper foolscap folder 1973-74 letters from Nigeria file marked by ML 'Nigerian Private letters Nov 73 - end 74'. 9 letters only.

9.4 file plain manila folder filled with loose letters and papers 1975 Nigeria folder headed in ML hand 'M. L. G. N. 1975 Nigerian letters London, April, onwards' Letters of progress from MT, MM and many others - interim and specialist reports. Certainly not all of the communications sent to ML from the Maiduguri office during this period but a good cross-section.
9.5  files  plain manila folders foolscap treasury tagged 1949 staff recommendations, Festival of Britain, Leverhulme Trust files headed; confidential file; Leverhulme Research Fellowships

9.6  files 2 plain manila folders tied with string 1946 Holland files headed; Miscellaneous Holland also Dutch Report Correspondence; Miscellaneous British Planners in Holland. These files have not been opened but the first appears to consist of the letters of arrangement for the TPI tour and the other has the drafts of the tour report, ML notes - some 150+ pages of manuscript and typing.

9.7  file  plain manila folder foolscap loose papers and treasury tagged 1944-45 broadcast talks and arrangements with BBC file headed; B.B.C.; containing drafts, scripts, letters, payment vouchers mostly concerning Middlesbrough: A Peoples’ Plan.

9.8  brochure  spiral bound A4 landscape Max Lock & Partners Max Lock & Partners ML&P 1965 34 plans and photos of practice work from 1946 - 64 file plain manila folder foolscap loose papers and treasury tagged 1944-45 Middlesbrough file headed; Published Articles etc; letters, drafts of articles, press releases, reports, negotiations with editors; 200+ pages.

9.9  brochure  card cover bound 140x220mm landscape Krishnarajsagar Mysore State [?] 1949 20 description of the Cauvery River and dam construction with photos and plans

items 9.9 - 9.13 inclusive left with MM for showing to ODA April 14 1994. Note in my copy of the original catalogue. Were these returned? MT Nov 06

9.10  illustration  full colour 260x380mm photogravure 1951 Hyderabad perspective of poor men’s quarters

9.11  booklet  paper cover bound 170x230mm with photos and pull out plans G.D.Vaidya Ideal Homes with village materials and village labour Local Government Department Hyderabad 1951 30 description of cheap quarters with arched roof constructed with clay tiles.

9.12  brochure  paper cover bound A4 with pull out plans M.Fayazuddin Housing and Planning for India Govt. Central Press Hyderabad 1946 23 the author is FRIBA, FIIA, town planner to H.E.H. the Nizam's Local Government and author of 'Greater Hyderabad'. Slip inside front cover 'With the compliments of the Author'.

9.13  report  card cover bound 190x250mm with pull out map and plans M.Fayazuddin Parbhani Master plan Govt Central Press Hyderabad 1946 34

9.14  report  card cover bound 180x240mm Department of Advertising Pakistan Looks Ahead Ministry of Economic Affairs 1951 40

9.15  brochures 4 colour travel/tourist brochures Mysore c.1950 various

9.16  brochure  card cover bound 190x250mm photos and plans Dept of Town and Country Planning Anuradhapura Preservation Scheme Dept of Information Ceylon 1950 7

9.17  conference papers 10 standard stapled TPI papers 150x210mm various Town and Country Planning Summer School TPI 1964 some annotation by ML

9.18  journal  Royal Soc of Arts No 5097 Vol.CXII comment on lecture Sheppard Fidler Some aspects of rebuilding RSA august 1964 13 (657-671) ML comment page 671 'traffic, trade and tradition'

9.19  conference papers stapled 180x250mm fourth session first paper by ML Max Lock The Needs, survey and plan Housing Centre Trust July 1964 2 (21-22) session heading 'Housing in an expanding community: Bedford'. ML's paper followed by F.W.Dawkes, planning officer Bedford, 'The Local Authority's Programme and Implementation'

9.20  journal  Housing Review vo1.7 no.5 ML conference paper Max Lock A review of redevelopment - housing progress and the problem of density Housing Centre Trust 1958 8 (126-133)
9.21 quarterly card cover stapled duplicated No. 1 article by ML Max Lock Shopping Centre Schemes National Chamber of Trade Sept 1964 5 (18-22) reprint of article in Financial Times 27 July 1964; also reprint of Minister's letter of decision concerning the Salisbury Inquiry (Redevelopment in Salisbury pages 8-12); letter from General Secretary pinned to front - Mr Leaper was most helpful to ML in his campaign concerning the planning implications of over-provision of shopping space.

9.22 conference papers 12 duplicated and stapled foolscap papers by others than ML various various TPI and others 1959-64 papers by Leslie Lane; Sargent Florence; J.R.James; W.F.Lutterell; Sadler Forster; Andrew Rose; O.Weerasinghe; J.A.Kenyon; D.L.Munby; with some annotation by ML.

9.23 various papers papers inside sheet music various music and the architect programmes, draft lectures, notes and other musical items.

9.24 files 1 blue 1 plain manila folder with loose and tagged letters and papers 1950-77 Victoria Square affairs files headed; ML7B. Victoria Square Affairs 1950-53; Victoria Square Residents '72-77 (this file also contains original perspective sketch and 1/8 scale plan of Victoria square improvements proposal - undated).

9.25 files and envelopes 5 bundles of loose press cuttings various various files or envelopes headed; press cuttings land & traffic trade; current press cuttings; unnamed bundle in folded Guardian; duplicates "Listener" BBC Planning and the Planned; Press Cuttings West Hartlepool Brentford and Chiswick.

9.26 personal photos and letters 1 plain manila foolscap file 1 envelope various personal envelope marked in ML hand; Italian 1950's [mostly letters]; file unnamed [mostly photos and postcards]

9.27 lectures and notes 2 large manila envelopes filled with loose papers 1950-65 India tour, RIBA, Bedford, participation in planning envelopes headed; Typed Lectures [many ML manuscript notes as well as typescripts]; India Lecture 1952 R.I.B.A. Lecture 1964. Both these envelopes are important sources.

9.28 ordnance survey maps bundle of maps and notes 1963[?] Armagh annotated maps (1:2500) and first draft list of building field survey by ML.

9.29 files bundle of loose papers; 1 red 1 blue manila foolscap tagged folder 1950-69 Max Lock and Partners affairs files headed; contacts for further work from Sept 1957; correspondence with Bedford office etc April 50-December '50; many hundreds of letters and papers concerning partnership relationships during this period.

9.30 maps 1964 British Virgin Islands, Cumbernauld

9.31 summaries and photos manila envelope 1965 Brentford prints and negatives B&W of models, 10 copies duplicated foolscap 5 page summary of planning proposals.


9.33 photos 11 B&W mounted studio portraits of ML undated c.1950 (?) ML portraits most are by Howard Foster.

9.35 letters loose bundle damaged lh side by damp. 1945-6, 1964 Middlesbrough check if these come from other damaged Middlesbrough files in the archive. Most of the letters here are between ML and Mumford and Brumwell

9.36 manuscript notes sheaf of paper clipped sheets 1948[?] Portsmouth and district report first page headed 'II Supplementary Notes on parts'; Otto certainly refers to Otto Theis (father of MT) who edited and indexed the Portsmouth Report.

10.1 notebooks 3 spiral bound Century notebooks 170x230mm 50 pages lined 1950 Bedford, Purbrook, Hartlepool, public inquiry, surveys, publications basic source material for ML thoughts and activities on the topics and much else.

10.2 mock-up 2 treasury tagged carbon and page layouts 210x370mm landscape 1955-56 Basrah book ML copy of the final corrected text and illustration layout for the printers of The New Basrah

10.3 letters and papers manila envelope filled 240x330mm 1957 various letters and papers to ML and related to his stay in Harvard and keeping him informed about UK affairs.

10.4 files 7 plain manila folders foolscap treasury tagged 1956 Basrah files headed; survey information.-Basrah; draft report Basrah 2.; plan method synopsis-Basrah; Basrah plan-general letters. Fees Publication.; Basrah survey notes; Max Lock personal Iraq file; Basrah plan - contract and terms of reference.

10.5 brochure plastic spiral bound 220x280mm landscape Benjamin Polk Rockwise and Watson, Benjamin Polk architects and planners authors 1964 45 Polk and ML knew each other from early 1950s. files 4 plain manila foolscap folders with loose letters and papers 1954-56 Um Qasr, Basrah, Faisal and Subkhatab-al-Arab community, Albert Schweitzer College files un-headed

10.6 notebooks 17 wire spiral bound 100x150mm 50 pages each approx) 1954-1956 Norway/Sweden, Jordan, Iraq, London notebooks dated by ML or if [?] by MT inferred from contents; apr-may '54; august sept 1954; dec. '54; dec-jan 1954-5; 1955[?]; feb-mar 1955; march-april 55; april-may 1955; may 55; may-june 55; june 55; july 55; sept-oct 1955; nov 55; jan. 1956; mar-april 1956; may '56. see 5.1 summary.

10.7 notebook 1 black leather bound 100x130mm 1948[?] Portsmouth, Hartlepool

10.8 notebooks 6 wire spiral bound 8 stapled (100x160mm 50 pages approx each) 1957-1959 London, Bedford, West Indies and other travels notebooks dated by ML if [?] by MT inferred from contents; 1957[?]; 1957[?]; dec-jan 1956-1957; 1957[?]; feb 58; april-may 1958; aug-sept 58; dec 1958; 1958[?]; 1959[?]; 1959[?]; feb-mar '59; oct 1959. see 5.1 summary.

10.9 notebooks 9 red manila covered stapled (100x170mm 50 pages approx each) 1960-1962 various ML affairs, meetings, notes and drafts dated by ML if [?] by MT inferred from contents; may 1960; 1961[?]; 1961[?]; may-june 1962; june 1962; aug-sept 62; sept-oct 1962; 1962-3[?]; dec 62 jan '63 house. see 5.1 summary.

10.10 notebooks 5 red manila covered stapled 2 hardback (110x180mm 50 page approx each) 1963-1964 ML affairs similar to other notebooks dated by ML if [?] by MT inferred from contents; 1963[?]; 1963[?]; 1963 july aug-sept (part); nov 1963; feb 1964; june 1964; aug-sept 1964. see 5.1 summary.

10.11 notebooks hardback alphabet tabbed ? addresses and investment register address book written by other than ML (task set to young friend?); record by ML of share transactions.

10.12 notebooks wire spiral bound 180x250mm 1948 ML planning thoughts; apt quotations; Portsmouth drafts; draft of Music and the architect valuable source
10.13 notebooks  2 Challenge duplicate books 100 leaves 190x300mm march/april 1965 Kaduna
basic record of interviews, surveys and thoughts on report structure and drafts during the first two
months ML was in Kaduna

10.14 notebooks  manila envelope containing 6 foolscap lined notebooks 50 leaves each some
with leaves torn out  1972-74 Beverley (end of); formation of ML and Associates; NE State Nigeria
envelope headed by ML; Nigeria 1972-74 Maiduguri Notebooks 1-6. These are ML's essential
records of this period.

10.15 photos  bundle of loose b&w and colour enprints in plastic bag  early 1970s ML personal
snapshots of friends and placesfound loose in various boxes and brought together here.

10.16 paper  photocopy of paper no. 6541 ICE Proceedings  J.L.A.Watson  oxidation ponds and
use of effluent in Israel  ICE  May 1962  20 (21-40)

10.17 reports  2 volumes card bound 200x260mm various speeches and papers; remarks
Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Cooperation 1957 246 and 60 international
seminar on regional planning and development held at The Hague 1-6 July 1957 attended by ML.
ML contribution in Remarks volume pages 31-32

10.18 report  card bound stapled 210x270mm various United Nations Seminar on Regional
Planning UN  1958  51 consultants to the seminar inter alia Charles Abrams' and Ruth Glass

10.19 report  card cover stapled TPI library copy cat no 711.2 acc no 6753 various Regional
Planning sessional lectures  TPI 1957-1958  34

10.20 report  card bound 210x270mm pullout plans in rear photos  Port Facilities
annotated but not by ML. copies of Hamilton Building Ordnance 1954 and The Development and
Planning Act 1965 inside front cover. W.R.Faithful written on front cover

10.21 report  card cover bound pull out maps in rear 210x270mm J.O.Tresidder  Road traffic in
Bermuda  Bermuda Government  1963  90  a report to the Bermuda Government and the
Corporation of Hamilton on road and traffic problems in Bermuda.

10.21 brochure  card cover stapled 250x330mm rear cover pocket with perspectives  Bahamia
Estates  Bahamia Estates  The Yorkshire Development Company Ltd 1965  14

10.22 report  card cover duplicated 210x290mm landscape Town Planning Dept  A Preliminary
Report Concerning Open Spaces and Places of Historic Interest on the Island of New Providence
[for] the Tourist industry  author  October 1965  28

10.23 photos  manila envelope 220x300mm  1954 Jordan  envelope headed by ML; keep photos
of Iraq & Jordan 1954 jobs and projects

10.24 report  fold over card cover metal clip bound fold out map  County planning officer  Beverley
M.B. Conservation Area and Schedule of Listed Buildings  author  undated 1969[?]  13

10.25 maps  5 folded maps and brochures  maps  headed by ML; St Kitts; Tortola and Beef Island;
other maps are dyeline master plan for 'Bahamia' with ML notes on rear; dyeline plan showing  two
tracts of land known as 'Anguilla' estate Cat Island Bahamas

10.26 papers  bundle of papers, plans, reports, letters in plastic bag  1968-9 U.D.A.G. papers
packed in old shirt box and headed by ML 'UDAG 1968-9'

10.27 file  storage bag labeled by MT  1969 Woodley  bag labeled by MT; contents were packed
in old shirt box and headed by ML 'Woodley Inquiry 31.7.69'. A quick check (MT April 1994)
confirmed contents were related to Woodley
10.28 letters 2 manila envelopes 210x350mm filled with letters 1965 personal letters family and other letters sent to ML while in Kaduna. Check for any Kaduna planning material

10.29 file pink manila foolscap folder 1965-66 Kaduna prints of maps with original artwork for book

10.30 report 2 copies foolscap stapled duplicated Peter Hills and John Lamb Revised Economy Study for Suggested Diversion of Kaduna Railway ML&P 18 March 1966 14

10.31 papers manila envelope 240x380mm filled with papers 1957-59 Music and the Architect letters, notes, drafts, programmes, AJ May 9 1957 (article pages 696-699 by ML with illustrations "I cant play you the Eiffel Tower"). Envelope headed by ML 'Music Lecture'

10.32 report 2 copies card cover treasury tag bound foolscap carbon copy Max Lock Preliminary Report to Borough of Sutton Coldfield Redevelopment Committee on Development of the Central area ML&P May 1961 8

10.33 report card cover bound foolscap duplicated fold out maps in rear Max Lock The Redevelopment of the Central Area Consultant's Report to the Borough Council ML&P June 1962 40 5 duplicated press handout 'details of consultant's scheme to modernise the Sutton Coldfield town centre' inside front cover. Text corrections by ML.

10.34 papers 5 photocopies of Times letters 1963[?] shopping floor space envelope headed by ML; A Matter of Urgency. Composite photocopy of all Times letters on this subject including ML, W.J.Leaper, R.E.Chadwick, J.P.Reynolds, L.E.Manousso, J.D.Trustram Eve.

10.35 report card cover treasury tag bound 250x400mm landscape 3 maps in rear Max Lock Thetford Central Area Recommendations ML&P April 1961 7 sketches and perspectives by Gerald King. A report on the redevelopment of Thetford town centre for the New and Expanding Towns Committee of the London County Council. 1:500 and 1:2500 plans in rear cover pocket

11.1 report card cover foolscap carbon with hand coloured dyeline plans Max Lock Report on the Proposed Central Area Redevelopment in New Canal/New Street Area Salisbury ML&P August 1961 7

11.2 report card cover foolscap diagrams and tables duplicated Peter Hills Traffic in Salisbury author Nov 1964 20 reappraisal of the proposed city "relief" road

11.3 report duplicated unbound foolscap in 4 parts stapled separately M.Theis Salisbury Central Area Shopping Survey ML&P 1962 41 the four parts are; summary; a survey of shopping and retail trade in Salisbury; tables; Salisbury redevelopment - application of the survey to the central shopping area.

11.4 report card cover bound foolscap pullout maps in rear duplicated Max Lock Draft Report on the Redevelopment of the Salisbury City Centre ML&P December 1962 70 Salisbury Times cutting (December 9 1966) folded into front cover giving full coverage of the county/city "new look" proposals following the ML proposals and the Hammerson public inquiry. Front cover headed 'correction copy' by ML. Copy annotated, edited and corrected by ML and MT. Title page headed 'Second Draft Report'.

11.5 files 6 manila folders foolscap filled with loose papers and packed in storage case labeled with file headings by MT 1973-75 Nigeria these files are an example of ML's 'lateral' filing. Contents need checking for dates and subject matter in relation to the headings on the covers. A quick check shows that the greater part of the contents certainly relate to Nigerian affairs. The files are headed by ML; 1974 Nigeria A/Cs receipts, loans 1975 outstanding letters matters; for filing Nigerian; Nigeria outstanding letters, private letters Feb-July 28 1974, Mike & Jill, Immigration London; Engineers also architects including Barri Sudan T.P.Arch, M.Rothery; ML/MT sept '73 - feb '74 Nigeria-London (also enprints colour and b&w around Maiduguri incl aerials); Nigeria letters, for reply and filing London jan feb mar 1975, private Nigerian & London letters April 20 - July 28 1974

11.7 box file 1939-40 Hull box headed by ML; Hull School Hull

11.8 box file slightly damaged 1940-45 Hull, Middlesbrough box headed by ML; Hull 1943 publications & pamphlets Hull M'bro 1940-45 printed publications

11.9 box file damaged 1940s various but including articles for Hulton Press by ML box headed by ML; Private miscellaneous 1946; quick inspection shows this date not to be true although there are some folders headed Bedford and Sutton Coldfield which came much later. This box appears to have been used as a bit of a ragbag

11.10 box file 1940s Hull box headed by ML; Hull survey interim report; contents need checking as a quick inspection shows other than heading material in the box

12.1 box file damaged 1944-45 prefabricated steel house project designed in the Middlesbrough office for the British Iron and Steel Federation to generate work for Teesside. File labeled TSB [Teesside Bridge and Engineering Works] who did the working drawings for the prototype but then abandoned the project. Justin Blanco White and Nora Nicol did most of the original design work although the whole of the office made contributions. At the Town Hall exhibition an old Middlesbrough lady looked at the model with its 'though' front to back living room and commented dismissively 'And where do you put the coffin?' NOTE: box files and storage cases in boxes 12 - 14 are as they were when transferred to Victoria Square from the basement of the John street office where they were archived by Mrs Barren (ML's secretary).

12.2 files storage case filled with files 1950s Middle East work file labeled 'ML/D Amman, Basrah, El Beida, Um Qasr, Jordan'. see note 12.1 summary

12.3 files storage case filled with files 1960-71 Linthorpe Road, Hackney case labeled; Linthorpe Road 1 client 2 l.authority 3 general 4 public inquiry; Hackney 1 client 2 L Manasseh 3 general 4 meetings 5 reports; M.L. trust; M.L. studio photos; shopping surveys; land commission. see note 12.1 summary.

12.4 files storage case filled with files 1960s Oldham, Woodley Case labeled; 6425 North East wards - Survey; 665 North East Wards - Plan; 6215 Woodley Airfield Comprehensive Development Official Bodies, Consultants, Clients, Ian Fraser & Associates. see note 12.1 summary.

12.5 files storage case filled with files 1961-1964 personal correspondence case labeled; 74 Max Lock personal correspondence 1961-1964; see note 12.1 summary.

12.6 files storage case filled with files 1961-62 Stratford Market case labeled; ML:C Stratford Market Scheme for West Ham B.C. see note 12.1 summary.

12.7 files storage case filled with files 1962-67 Sutton Coldfield case labeled; ML/H 6113 Sutton Coldfield Redevelopment; see note 12.1 summary.


13.2 box file 1937 Sweden box labeled; Sweden & Finland 1937; see note 12.1 summary
13.3 files storage case filled with files 1964+ Kaduna. Articles case labeled; 3 Kaduna - agreements, gen corres, crown agents, consultants; articles, newspaper etc, matter of urgency, missing half of planning. see note 12.1 summary

13.4 files storage case filled with files 1962+ Salisbury case labeled; 84 6118 Central Area Salisbury, council meetings, general correspondence, reports; see note 12.1 summary.

13.5 files storage case filled with files damaged 1946+ lectures etc case labeled; ML/G Lectures, Broadcasts etc M.L.; see note 12.1 summary.

13.6 files storage case filled with files 1951+ see summary case labeled; 2 personal ins, lectures, 7 Vic Sq, misc personal, G Davis, music & arch, visit USA 68, visit Brazil 68; see note 12.1 summary.

14.1 files storage case filled with files damaged 1964 Brentford & Chiswick case labeled; 81. 647 Brentford Redevelopment Scheme, client, traffic, general correspondence, report, J.R.Eve & Monk & Dunstone, agreement, interviews & notes, public utilities, meeting & minutes; see note 12.1 summary

14.2 files storage case filled with files damaged 1960s see summary case labeled; Max Lock files no. 92, Nassau-general development plan, Hamilton Bermuda job no 666, Salisbury-misc, lectures completed 1963+; see note 12.1 summary.

14.3 files storage case filled with files damaged 1952-62 see summary case labeled; ML/B M.L. car correspondence, lecture correspondence, music & architect, Australian visit, Brazil visit, T.P.I. Irish lecture visit, U.N. documents and letters; see note 12.1 summary

14.4 files box file filled with photos and papers 1944+ Middlesbrough box labeled; Middlesbrough photographs; see note 12.1 summary.

14.5 files box file filled with files, loose papers damaged 1944+ Middlesbrough box labeled; M'bro private; see note 12.1 summary.

14.6 files box file filled with photos, papers and pamphlets 1937+ Scandinavia box headed by ML; photos Holland & Sweden Scandinavian material 1949, Lapland talk & photos 1937. The note 12.1 summary does not apply to this box file. Contains copies of ML booklet 'Reconstruction in The Netherlands'

14.7 file box file filled with letters, papers and pamphlets 1952-53 personal letters this box is unlabeled and contains a muddle of letters, some Indian publications, maps and notes. The note 12.1 summary does not apply here. ML was possibly using this as a dumping file for material he wasn’t sure what to do with during one of his preparations for organising his papers. Needs going through.

15.1 press cuttings 2 folders 230x360mm with 3 page typed index index of newspaper cutting books The set of newspaper cutting books in boxes 15 & 16 were compiled by Mrs Rowena Ramsey (ML's next door neighbour at 8 Victoria Square) and she also typed these index books. Books 1 (Armagh) and 2 (Australia) are missing at this first trawl but could well be elsewhere in the archive and when found should be joined with this set. Although accurate in her work RR did not have complete access to all the files so these books are not necessarily a complete coverage of their subjects. ML was a fanatic keeper of press cuttings and the rest of the archive should be searched so that these books do become as complete a record as possible of ML's considerable press cover over the years.

15.2 press cuttings blue 'newscuttings' book 270x390mm 20 leaves 1950-66 Bedford book labeled Bedford. 3; see summary 15.1

15.3 press cuttings green plain cover hard back 250x380mm 17 leaves 1964-68 Bognor, Camber, Torbay book labeled 'Bognor & other places. 4 [ML added] Torquay, Camber.' The large
number of cuttings on Bognor where ML was only marginally involved is due to his friendship with Paul Smith from the days when he was clerk of Redditch. see 15.1 summary.

15.4 press cuttings red 'newscuttings' book 270x390mm 30 leaves 1958-69 South America book labeled 'Brazil. 5 [ML added] and W.Indies. Many of these cuttings are from the S.American press. see 15.1 summary.

15.5 press cuttings plain red hard back 250x380mm 18 leaves 1964-70 Brentford book labeled 'Brentford. Vol.6'. see 15.1 summary.

15.6 press cuttings plain red hard back 250x380mm 16 leaves 1965-66 Brentford book labeled 'Brentford Vol.1.2 7'. see 15.1 summary.


15.12 press cuttings brown 'newscuttings' book 270x390mm 31 leaves 1949-70 Hartlepool book labeled 'The Hartlepools. 12'. see 15.1 summary.

15.13 press cuttings red 'newspaper cuttings' book 270x390mm 28 leaves 1940-57 Hull book labeled 'Hull 13'. see 15.1 summary.


15.16 press cuttings yellow hard back 270x38Omm 18 leaves 1966 Kaduna book labeled 'Kaduna. Vol.2. 15'. see 15.1 summary.

15.17 press cuttings yellow hard back 270x380mm 18 leaves 1966 Kaduna book labeled 'Kaduna. Vol.3. 16'. Loose newspapers inside front cover. see 15.1 summary.

15.18 press cuttings red 'newspaper cuttings' book 270x390mm 25 leaves 1956-58 middle east,-book labeled 'Middle East 17'. see 15.1 summary.

15.19 press cuttings blue 'newspaper cuttings' book 270x390mm 30 leaves 1943-45 Middlesbrough book labeled 'Middlesbrough. (Tee-side) Vol.1. 18'. see 15.1 summary.

15.21 press cuttings blue 'newspaper cuttings' book 270x390mm 30 leaves 1943-67 Middlesbrough book labeled 'Middlesbrough. Vol.3. 20'. copy 'Evening Gazette' April 1 1987 with article 'The Ironborough' page 6 inside front cover. see 15.1 summary.


15.23 press cuttings blue 'newscuttings' book 270x390mm 34 leaves 1964-67 Oldham book labeled 'Oldham. 23'. see 15.1 summary.


16.2 press cuttings red 'newscuttings' book 270x390mm 32 leaves 1961-64 Sutton Coldfield, Redditch book labeled 'Sutton Coldfield & Redditch. 30'. see 15.1 summary.

16.3 press cuttings red 'newscuttings' book 270x390mm 30 leaves 1956-64 Victoria Square book labeled 'Victoria Square & Rates. 31'. see 15.1 summary.

16.4 press cuttings yellow hard back 250x380mm 20 leaves 1962-69 Woodley book labeled 'Woodley. 32'. see 15.1 summary.


16.6 press cuttings grey card cover 250x360mm 14 leaves 1942 Hull book labeled 'Hull special press cuttings'. Private and confidential report of the Chief Inspector made to the Director of Education on the College of Art Department of Architecture inside front cover. This is but one example of the long running battle between ML and the principal and the press cuttings reflect the odds which ML was up against with many of the Corporation officers and councilors. see 15.1 summary.

16.7 press cuttings blue card cover 250x360mm 14 leaves 1957-59 Aberdare book labeled 'Aberdare press cuttings'. see 15.1 summary.


16.9 press cuttings black hard back a/c book 200x320mm filled with loose press cuttings pasted on white foolscap paper 1943-45 general town planning some 200 cuttings from The Times, Yorkshire Post and Manchester Guardian give a representative cover of the main planning and economic issues being discussed during this wartime period. see 15.1 summary.
16.10 press cuttings card cover foolscap lined notebook with cuttings pasted in. 1936-38 Watford book labeled 'newspaper cuttings pre 1938 Watford Council'. These cuttings cover ML's early architectural practice and his time as a Watford Borough councilor. see 15.1 summary.

16.11 press cuttings yellow hard back 250x380mm 18 leaves 1971 Beverley book headed by ML 'Beverley'. see 15.1 summary.

16.12 printing plates plain manila envelope 1972 Kaduna 11 metal litho plates for Kaduna book review pamphlet 250x390mm

16.13 file orange manila foolscap folder with loose papers 1936-38 ML architectural prewar practice contents: specification Common Road Stanmore; variations on contract 'Tarbert'; estimate 'Tarbert'; specification 'Tarbert'; specification 'Little Stratford'

16.14 letters large plain manila envelope with loose letters and papers 1965 letters ML/Mrs Ramsey unsorted letters and papers found by MT when ML papers were first collected from the Mill and Victoria Square. Not checked in detail but probably came into ML possession on RR's death.

16.15 papers Kaduna book covers with loose photos, spare pamphlets, lecture. 1965-70 Kaduna contents; carbon foolscap TPI summer school 1965 lecture 'The planning of capital cities'; b&w 200x250mm prints of Kaduna model 50+ in number; 7 stapled sets of 'A selection of book reviews'

16.16 files storage bag with 6 files and 2 reports 1969-72 Beverley bag headed by MT; 1. 2 preliminary reports; 2. brief for. Mr Max Lock ('An approach to renewal' 'The next step' Beverley District Town Map); 3. ML working file; 4. Fees from Feb-1972; 5. Brief for Mr Max Lock (list of buildings of architectural or historic interest 1968); 6. ML working file; 7. The next step.

16.17 files and papers large 300x400mm plain manila envelope filled with papers 1969-72 Beverley envelope headed by ML; Beverley 1969-72; contents not checked in detail but contains many ML notes, drafts, reports, maps - another ML working file with important source material

16.18 file plain manila foolscap folder with loose papers 1973 land use file headed by ML; M.L. Land use studies conference 6.2.73.

16.19 file plain manila foolscap envelope folder filled with loose papers 1969 Hackney file headed by ML; Hackney 1969; ML working file not checked in detail but many ML notes and drafts.


17.2 papers plain manila envelope 250x380mm with loose papers, letters, maps. 1962 Sutton Coldfield early drafts

17.3 files bound Bill of Quantity green manila foolscape folder with loose papers 1961-63 7 Victoria Square Bill of Quantities for alterations and additions with ML annotations April 1961; file headed Mr Max Lock Furnishing & Equipment file

17.4 files 2 plain 1 blue manila folders foolscape with loose and tagged papers. 1944-47 Middlesbrough files headed; progress reports [minutes of internal office meetings - good source material for the whole survey process - May 1944 - March 1945]; Thorntree [working file for background and design of Thorntree housing estate - the detailed example of the physical end
result of the survey and plan process]; unheaded [loose collection of papers, press cuttings and photo - the latter being of the pinning up of the Hull plan - John Morris on step ladder helped by Pamela Owen - kneeling lady?]

17.5 file orange manila foolscap envelope folder filled with papers 1940-43 Hull file headed; Hull leaflets Max Lock [copies of Civic Diagnosis - originals and reprints and much else].


17.7 magazine Town and Country Planning vol XI no 43; vol XIV no 53: book reviews by ML Max Lock Glimpses of Polish Architecture; the Autobiography of Frank Lloyd Wright Town and Country Planning Association 1943 & 1946 1 (92); 2 (34-36)

17.8 paper; advance proof Town and Country Planning summer school overseas section 2 copies Max Lock Town Planning in the-Middle East with special reference to Iraq and Jordan Town and Country Planning Association 1958 12

17.9 brochure A4 card cover stapled photos and plans Max Lock Reconstruction in the Netherlands Jason Press 1946 16 an account of a visit to post-war Holland by members of the Town Planning Institute

17.10 file 2 maroon 1 green 1 blue 1 orange manila folders with loose papers 1952-68 various odds and ends of papers at the end of the first trawl through the archive files headed; Ludlow [preliminaries to possible commission 1953-4]; un-headed [remains of a tagged alphabet file dealing with lectures, commissions and other matters 1958-59]; United Nations Bazil visit Virgin Islands U.S.A. Gordon Edwards Patrick Horsbrugh 1968]; Lecture tour of Pakistan, India and Ceylon for the British Council January-February 1952; Foreign Countries. Leaflets [copy of AA Journal March 1938 'Across Lapland' by ML Pages 424-431 and spare copies 'Team for the Town Centre' reprint from the Municipal Journal 19 May 1961 on Sevenoaks scheme by ML].

17.11 file hard back 240x280mm treasury tagged typed (carbon) final draft with maps and tables 1945 Education in Middlesbrough this is one of a complete set of chapters for the final typed report of the Middlesbrough Survey and Plan. There are other chapters of this set elsewhere in the archive and they should all be brought together

17.12 file hard back clip folder foolscap with carbon copies of reports and lectures 1957-60 lectures, Stratford Market file headed; Lectures etc Abroad Markets. Urban Renewal. Place of the consultant in town planning profession.

17.13 report A4 card cover photos and plans Design Bulletin No 22 Housing Development Group DOE New Housing in a Cleared Area HMSO 1971 76 a study of St Mary's Oldham for which ML&P did the original housing condition survey (MT), redevelopment plan and consultant architects (ML&P)

17.14 magazine Architectural Association Quarterly 2 copies card cover bound 180x250mm Kaduna Forum Reginald Isaacs, John Asenuga, Max Lock, Michael Theis Kaduna Forum Architectural Association October 1969 15 (29-43)


17.16 magazine House & Garden vol 20 no 200 article on 7 Victoria Square illustrated ? a Victorian house in a London Square Conde Nast October 1965 2 (72-73) note on postit by ML on front cover 'Original pull follows page 71-(unnumbered). Keep for photostating. No 7 Victoria Square S.W.1. A Victorian House in a London Square House and Garden. October 1965.' Also 4 page typed 'General Note on Victoria Square over the last 40 years' by ML and photocopy of article both placed between pages 72-73.
17.17 magazine Country Life vol CXXXV no 3493 article on 7 Victoria Square Mark Girouard Spatial Ingenuity in a London House Geoge Newnes Ltd Feb 13 1964 2 (344-345)

17.18 magazine Country Life vol CXXXIV no 3463 article on Salisbury Max Lock Civic Surgery for Salisbury George Newnes Ltd July 18 1963 3 (148-150)

17.19 Magazine Architectural Design vol XXXIII no 10 article on 7 Victoria Square Max Lock Conversion in a London Square The Standard Catalogue Co Ltd October 1963 3 (496-498)

17.20 report card cover bound foolscap duplicated committee under Abubakar Umar (Administrator Kaduna) Report of the Committee appointed to examine the staff, finance and pattern of local government for Kaduna Northern Nigeria Government March 1965 148 annotated by ML. The report is consequent upon the creation of a Ministry of Kaduna Affairs - a decision which made yet another administrative body involved in land allocation and land planning on top of the Ministry of Land and Survey, The Administrator of Kaduna Capital Territory and the surrounding Zaria Provincial Authority

17.21 report 2 copies card cover bound foolscap duplicated with pull out maps and tables Max Lock The Redevelopment of the Central Area ML&P June 1962 40 consultant's report to the Borough Council of the Royal Town of Sutton Coldfield. Surveys of floor space, condition of buildings, land use and retail trade by MT, detailed planning by Brian Foyle

17.22 report card cover bound foolscap duplicated with pull out maps in rear Max Lock Redevelopment of Salisbury City Centre ML&P December 1962 71 draft report to the County Planning Officer, Wiltshire. Surveys by MT, detailed planning Brian Foyle, economic advice Harvey Cole.

17.23 report spiral bound card cover foolscap with plans and diagrams Max Lock The case for the retention in Middlesbrough's town centre of Linthorpe Road ML&P February 1969 41 A report to the Linthorpe Road Traders' Association. Surveys and report production MT, consultant economist Harvey Cole, traffic adviser Peter Hills

17.24 report slide bound card cover A4 Max Lock An appreciation of Town Planning in the Central Areas of Torbay ML&P July 1968 10 report to the planning committee Torbay County Borough Council

17.25 brochure 2 copies spiral bound card cover A4 landscape Max Lock and Partners Max Lock & Partners ML&P 1962-65 17 photo and plan record of planning and architectural work; one copy up to 1961 and the other to 1964

17.26 report spiral bound card cover foolscap with pull out plans and maps Max Lock Woodley Airfield Comprehensive Development - Survey report and preliminary recommendations ML&P June 1963 46 report produced in conjunction with Ian Fraser and Associates who were the lead consultants to the client Adamant & Western Engineering although almost all the work was by ML&P - survey and report production by MT

17.27 report stapled foolscap duplicated on blue paper Max Lock Redevelopment of Salisbury City Centre ML&P August 1962 25 preliminary draft report to the County Planning Officer, Wiltshire. Annotated by ML

17.28 report spiral bound card cover A4 with maps Max Lock Beverley Heritage Study ML&P December 1971 68 preliminary report for the Beverley Borough Council. Survey and report production MT, Peter Hills traffic, Michael Read valuation. Annotated by ML particularly the maps on pages 13 and 14 showing variations on his own road alignment (Walkergate) proposals.

17.29 report spiral bound card cover duplicated with pull out dyeline maps Peter Hills Kaduna Plan Traffic Report author July 1966 125
17.30 brochure card cover treasury tag bound A3 landscape dyeline plans Max Lock & Partners Bedford office Luxury Architect Designed Houses and Bungalows Pavenham-Bedford ML&P 1967-69 45

17.31 photographs 2 studio portraits of ML 1950s and 1970s Max Lock earlier study 200x150mm by Howard Foster later one 300x250mm by Walter Bird

17.32 magazine Urbanistica 54-55 September 1969 detailed assessments of Bologna plan and architectural heritage of the Roman region. English/French summary inside front cover

17.33 report bound 150x240mm Sir Stephen Luke Development and welfare in the West Indies HMSO 1956 140

17.34 brochure Hardback A4 Rendel, Palmer & Tritton Rendel, Palmer & Tritton author 1963 126

17.35 paper stapled paper cover 150x230mm Hilgard O'Reilly Sternberg Geography's contribution to the better use of resources American Association for the Advancement of Science 1956 21 (200-220)

17.36 Magazine Bauen und Wohnen jahrgang 3 heft 4 various editor Hermann Blomeier Otto Maier April 1948 inscribed to ML by the editor

17.37 booklet card cover stapled A4 duplicated Reconstruction in Norway The Housing Directorate 1947 28

17.38 booklets 3 Swedish booklets in Swedish on house types, layouts and parks Var bostad; Byggmastaren; Parken. 1946-47

17.39 magazine paper cover stapled A4 38 jahr 1 u 2 maiheft Bau Rundschau verlag br. Sachse 1948 65th anniversary assessment of Gropius

17.40 catalogue card cover bound 160x240mm editor Rolf Grauers Catalogue de l'exposition des pays nordiques la federation internationale de l'habitation et de l'urbanisme 1939 94 16th congress at Stockholm July 1939

17.41 booklet card cover stapled 140x200mm Design Research Unit Stadt and Land Planung in Grossbritannien British Council 1948 20 catalogue of exhibition in German showing inter alia Middlesbrough Survey and Plan and photo (page 13) of specially commissioned copy model made at Fareham office during Portsmouth Survey

18.1 slides 3 plastic Kodak slide boxes; 90 coloured 1970 Sicily boxes marked by ML 'Sicily 1970'; one also marked 'Syracuse'. Personal and architectural.

18.2 slides green card box with 31 Ektachrome coloured 1968 Bahia box marked by ML 'Bahia 68'. Not checked.

18.3 slides 3 Kodak card slide boxes each filled with 30+ slides (100+ in all) 1961 Greece boxes marked by ML 'Greece 1961'. Not checked in detail but appear to be largely architectural.

18.4 slides card box (cube) with 20 glass b&w USA box marked by ML 'Cambridge, Forth Worth American spares'. Not checked.

18.5 slides 16 glass b&w in black 2” cube box lecture maps and diagrams box headed by ML 'T.P. Theory & Practice Keble Glikson illustrations'.

18.6 slides 17 glass b&w in black 2” cube box lecture maps and diagrams box headed by ML 'H'pools Spares Hull Mbro, Portsmouth'. Many with typed identification labels.
18.7 slides 19 colour 10 glass b&w in 2" cube black box lecture maps, diagrams and photos box headed by ML 'Housing density etc for Aberdare Enquiry June 1959'. Most coloured identified by ML on each slide.

18.8 slides 20 colour 34 glass b&w in brown cardboard box. No top. Lecture maps, diagrams and photos box headed by ML 'Arch & T.P. in Iraq & Jordan'. Some slides are individually identified by label.

18.9 slides 27 colour in plastic Kodak slide box 1968 USA box headed by ML 'Lan/US/1968'.

18.10 slides 6 glass b&w in Kodak cardboard slide box town centres box headed by ML 'Town Centres'.

18.11 slides 2 glass 11 coloured in Ilford cardboard slide box town centres box headed by ML 'Town Centres 8 Barbican'.

18.12 slides 35 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1965 Bermuda box headed by ML 'Bermuda 1965'.

18.13 slides 37 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1965 Bahamas box headed by ML 'Bahamas 1965'.

18.14 slides 17 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1971 Gibraltar box headed by ML 'Gib. 1971'.

18.15 slides 20 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1964 Kaduna box headed by ML 'Kaduna '64'.

18.16 slides 14 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1965-66 Kaduna box headed by ML 'Kaduna People'.

18.17 slides 21 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1961 Kuwait box headed by ML 'Please return to Max Lock. Kuwait 1961'.

18.18 slides 12 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1959 Poole, Watford box headed by ML '1959/Poole Enquiry/Beech Lodge Watford'.

18.19 slides 11 glass b&w in plastic Kodak slide box housing layouts box headed by ML 'U.S.A. & Italian Housing Layouts'.

18.20 slides 37 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1964 Cumbernauld box headed by ML 'Cumbernauld 1964'. These are in original order and packing from processing.

18.21 slides 20 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1964 Cumbernauld box headed by ML 'Cumbernauld 1964'. These are in original order and packing from processing except no.6 is missing.

18.22 slides 9 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1958 Witneys box headed by ML '1958 Witneys 7 Victoria Square'. ML designed Max Witney's house at Watford in the 1930s and they remained close friends.


18.24 slides 27 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1967 family box headed by ML '1961 - family centenary picnic'.

18.25 slides 23 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1970 personal box headed by ML 'Portraits 1970 Sicily & Vict Sq'.
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18.26 slides 28 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1960-61 personal box headed by ML 'Portraits 1960 1961'.

18.27 slides 13 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box personal box headed by ML 'Portraits & Frank Marshall'.

18.28 slides 6 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1972 personal box headed by ML 'Casa Antoniana'.

18.29 slides 18 glass b&w in blue cardboard box 1951 lecture material box headed by ML 'Spare housing etc 1951 Lansbury - Tewin 1951 Exhibition Hackney'

18.30 slides 17 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1968 Kaduna box headed by ML 'Kaduna Model Spare'.

18.31 slides 27 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1965 Kaduna box headed by ML 'Kaduna Spare'.

18.32 slides 5 coloured (3 glass) in cardboard Kodak slide box 1957 personal box headed by ML 'Browses 1957'.

18.33 slides 22 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1968 USA/Lan/Saud box headed by ML 'USA/Lan/Saudi Duds'. These have not been checked.

18.34 slides 50 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box pre 1966 South America box headed by ML '2nd Quality Brazil Spare Brazil & 1 Portugal'. These have not been checked.

18.35 slides 45 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1960 Brazil box headed by ML 'Brazil (2nd) 1960'. These have not been checked.

18.36 slides 29 coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box 1965 Kaduna box headed by ML 'Kaduna Model (2nds) Kano (2nds)'. These have not been checked.

18.37 slides 6 glass coloured in cardboard Kodak slide box Isphahan box headed 'Isphahan spares'.

18.38 slides 11 glass b&w in maroon 2" cube cardboard box lecture material box labeled 'Box No.4 Nos. 47 - 64'. Nos 47-55 missing. All in box have typed identification labels

18.39 slides 14 glass b&w in maroon 2" cube cardboard box lecture material box labeled 'Box No. 6 Nos. 87-103'. No 88 is missing. All are individually identified with typed labels.

18.40 slides 18 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1971 personal box unmarked. Victoria Square and Victoria Street (RC Cathedral exposed by demolition) and others.

18.41 slides 31 coloured in plastic Kodak slide box 1971 personal holiday (?) box unmarked. Many bad exposures.

18.42 slides 9 glass b&w 80x80mm one cracked; wrapped in insulation late 1940s West Hartlepool and Middlesbrough each labeled all maps from the reports.

18.43 negatives double processer's pocket folder with negatives and slides Australia 6 60x60mm colour negs (one with ML) and 4 colour slides all of Sydney harbour area.

18.44 slides 100+ colour 4 glass b&w in Frank Cooper box c1960 Brasilia and other S.America these have not been checked and need to be.

18.45 slides 100+ colour 6 glass colour in Frank Cooper box 1965-66 Kaduna/West Africa these have not been checked and need to be. The glass slides are of Kaduna book maps.
18.46  slides  300+ Colour 100+ plastic mounted colour in plastic Photax slide box. Bound in clear plastic and labeled by subject by MT.  1964-68 Kaduna, Middle East, USA these slides have been grouped and labeled by MT from various boxes of loose and unlabeled slides. The two sets of Kaduna book illustration slides are not complete and have been grouped and labeled into the book chapters. One set is plastic mounted and the other card. Most of the missing slides from these sets are in lecture or other sequences elsewhere in the archive. The other bound and labeled groups are: Kaduna model; Kaduna buildings and places 1964-66; Kaduna area rural Zaria Kano 1964-66; Middle East Aquaba, Amman, Petra many to be identified; West Indies to be identified; USA to be identified; people to be identified. Where possible slides in all these groups have been labeled by MT. Numbers on Kaduna book slides refer to chapter and page.

18.47  slides  Hanime metal slide box capacity 150 with 133 b&w and coloured slides.  Various 'Music & the Architect' lecture material in preparation. The contents of this box have been transferred from a number of different partly filled and unnumbered containers. During the transfer MT has tried to identify all he can and enter on the slide and in the lid index. 1-69 of this box appears to have been in some state of preparation for ML's Music & the Architect. In most cases the original order as they were found has been kept. 1-69 Music and the Architect; 70-82 Beverley report maps; 83-90 Victoria Square costume drama filming?; 91-102 ML&P building work to be identified through ML&P; 103-114 Oldham St Mary's stages of development maps; 115-132 Oldham St Mary's site and model photos; 133 Kaduna clerk's quarters?

18.48  slides  Hanime metal slide box capacity 150 with 147 slides various lecture material this box is in some sort of state of preparation with slides ranging from early glass 1940s maps to Oldham and Africa. The contents have been checked, labeled and entered into box lid index sheet by MT 1994. Some slides, particularly those of ML&P architectural work, have not been identified and should be either through Brian Foyle at ML&P or the brochure 17.25.

18.49  slides  see summary  this item has been absorbed into 18.46; 18.47; and 18.48 which see.

18.50  photos  photo prints in Kodak 8x10 100 sheet box early 1960s Woodley, St Mary's Oldham, Sutton Coldfield box headed by ML 'Woodley & Oldham'. Box contains Woodley model 2 sheets of 6 contact prints each, 12 b&w 250x200mm prints, 4 b&w 210x160mm prints, 2 colour 35mm slides all by Sam Lambert; Sutton Coldfield model 5 b&w 250x200mm prints by John Pantlin; St Mary's scheme phase one finishing construction 12 b&w 250x200mm prints by Rowland King, 1 b&w 250x200mm print by Mack of Manchester.

18.51  photos  prints and negatives in Kodak 8x10 100 sheet box 1968 Kaduna box headed by ML 'Black & White + colour negs Kaduna'. Box contains Kaduna model 17 b&w 250x200mm prints, 3 sheets of b&w contact prints, 12 colour 60x60mm film positives all by Sam Lambert, 2 210x170mm b&w prints; presentation of book 2 210x170mm b&w prints.

18.52  files  file storage case 1968-72 UDAG storage case headed by MT; UDAG 1968-72; MT Files; 1. Dunstable Employment; 2. Dunstable General Data Reports & Maps; 3. UDAG General letters; 4. UDAG General letters. Files 1 & 2 are working files and 3 & 4 are a record of the UDAG meetings, accounts, jobs in prospect and relations with Dunstable.


19.1  book  hardback 150x250mm James Kekwick A Supplement to Town and Country Planning Law Stevens & Sons Ltd 1949 325

19.2  book  hardback 150x250mm James Kekwick Town and Country Planning Law Stevens & Sons Limited 1947 556

19.3  book  hardback 150x220mm edited by APRR Town and Country Planning Textbook Architectural press 1950 613
19.4 book hardback 150x250 Desmond Heap Town and Country Planning Act 1944 Sweet & Maxwell Ltd 1945 298

19.5 book hardback 140x220mm A.E.Telling Planning Law and Procedure Butterworths 1963 243

19.6 book hardback 160x260mm Percy Lamb and Montague Evans The Law and Practice of Town and Country Planning Staples Press 1951 899

19.7 book hardback 140x220mm Wqlf Schneider Babylon is Everywhere Hodder and Stoughton 1963 400 trans from the German (1960).


19.9 book hardback 140x220mm edited by Centre for Urban Studies London Aspects of Change Macgibbon & Kee Ltd 1964 343

19.10 book paperback 150x230mm John H. Goldthorpe and others The Affluent Worker 1: Industrial Attitudes and Behaviour Cambridge UP 1968 206

19.11 book paperback 150x230mm John H. Goldthorpe and others The Affluent Worker 2: Political Attitudes and Behaviour Cambridge UP 1968 95


19.13 pamphlet stapled no cover Retailers' Advisory Committee on Town Planning The Planning of Shopping Areas National Chamber of Trade 1944 16


19.16 report paperback 150x210mm steering committee Sir Frank Marshall chairman The New Local Authorities Management and Structure HMSO 1972 180


19.18 report paperback 180x250mm maps folded in back Planning Advisory Group I.V.Pugh chairman The Future of Development Plans HMSO 1965 62

19.19 report paperback 145x210mm working party chairman Sir Eric Ashby Pollution: Nuisance or Nemesis? HMSO 1972 87

19.20 report paperback 145x210mm working party chairman The Countess of Dartmouth Human Habitat: How do you want to live? HMSO 1972 214 comments on Salisbury New Street redevelopment pages 21 and 75 photo page 76

19.21 book paperback 110x180mm edited L.Needleman Regional analysis Penguin Books Ltd 1968 398

19.22 book hardback 140x220mm working party led by J. Michael Thomson Motorways in London Gerald Duckworth & Co Ltd 1969 194 annotated by MT with reference to South Shoreditch Study
19.23 white paper stapled no cover 150x240mm DoE Fair Deal for Housing HMSO July 1973 137


19.25 report 2 copies paperback bound 150x240mm MoH&LG chairman Sir Milner Holland Housing in Greater London HMSO March 1965 450

19.26 papers paperback stapled 140x210mm various prefaced F.G.Pennance Private Capital for New Towns Institute of Economic Affairs 1969 52

19.27 report paperback 150x240mm Committee chairman George Mallaby Staffing of Local Government HMSO 1967 272

19.28 book paperback bound 140x210mm Desmond Heap The New Town Planning Procedures Sweet & Maxwell 1968 130


19.30 handbook paperback bound 180x250mm 2 copies MoT&CP The Redevelopment of Central Areas HMSO 1947 100 the survey techniques developed at Middlesbrough and Hartlepools and their presentation was drawn on for this first advisory handbook issued 'primarily for the use of Local Authorities' Planning Officers and Consultants'.


19.32 Act paperback bound 150x240mm Parliament Town and Country Planning Act 1968 HMSO 1968 141

19.33 green paper paperback stapled 150x240mm DoE and others The Future Shape of Local Government Finance HMSO 1971 44

19.34 guidebook paperback stapled 115x180mm MoH&LG A Guide for Estate Agents and Surveyors on Betterment Levy HMSO 1967 14


19.36 paper paperback stapled 150x210mm GLC Traffic and the Environment GLC July 1972 36

19.37 book card cover 135x215mm fourth impression 1944 Nuffield College introduction GDH Cole Britain's Town & Country Pattern Faber & Faber Ltd 1943 111

19.38 white paper no cover stapled 150x240mm Prime Minister The United Kingdom and the European Communities HMSO July 1971 45

19.39 circular stapled no cover No 1/64 MoH&LG No Roads 1/64 MoT 180x240mm E.A.Sharp, T.Padmore The Buchanan Report: Traffic in Towns HMSO January 1964 6

19.40 report card cover stapled 150x240mm Central Statistical Office Standard Industrial Classification Revised 1968 HMSO 1968 43 typed comparison list of 1958 SIC as used in the 1966 Census to the 1968 revised order.
19.41  report  card cover stapled 210x280mm  Central Statistical Office  Standard Industrial Classification revised 1968 Alphabetical List of Industries  HMSO 1968 69 alphabetically page tabbed by MT. Typed comparison of 1958 SIC as used in the 1966 Census to revised 1968 order.

19.42  booklet  card cover stapled 180x240mm  DoE, SDD & WO  New Life for old Buildings  HMSO 1971 50

19.43  magazine  Trade and Industry (office development statistics) vol 4 no 9  DoE  Office development permits in the second quarter of 1971  Board of Trade 2 Sept 1971  144-445 used for South Shoreditch Study

19.44  report  card cover stapled A4 fold out plans in rear  Joint Development Committee  (Countess of Dartmouth chair)  Covent Garden the next step  GLC  May 1971 27

19.45  book  hard cover bound A4 vol 4 folded maps in rear cover pocket  GLC Intelligence Unit  Annual Abstract of Statistics  GLC 1969 388

19.46  report  card cover bound A4 committee on public participation in planning (A.M.Skeffington chair)  People and Planning  HMSO 1969


19.49  book  Photostat no cover stapled in two volumes vol 5 280x290mm  Lee F.Hanmer/Thomas Adams and others  Regional Plan of New York and its environs vol 5 Public Recreation committee on regional plan of New York 1928 256 a study of parks, playgrounds and other outdoor recreation facilities


19.51  report  card cover bound A4 in two volumes plans in rear pocket vol 1  Llewelyn-Davies, Weeks, Forestier-Walker & Bor  The Plan for Milton Keynes  Milton Keynes Development Corporation March 1970 87 vol 1; 356 vol 2

20.1  report  card cover bound 180x240mm folded plans in rear cover pocket  SE Economic Planning Council (Maurice Hackett chair)  A Strategy for the South East  HMSO 1967 100

20.2  report  card cover bound 180x240mm folded Plans in rear cover pocket  MoH&LG  The South East Study 1961-1981  HMSO 1964 145 white paper (Cmd 2308) inside front cover

20.3  report  card cover bound A4  SE Joint Planning Team  Strategic Plan for the South East  HMSO June 1970 147

20.4  report  card cover bound A4 Studies Vol 1  SE Joint Planning Team  Population and Employment  HMSO 1971 265

20.5  report  card cover bound A4 Studies Vol 2  SE Joint Planning Team  Social and Environmental Aspects  HMSO 1971 183

20.6  report  card cover bound A4 Studies Vol 5  SE Joint Planning Team  Report of Economic Consultants Ltd  HMSO 1971 101

20.7  report  card cover stapled A4 Index  SE Joint Planning Team  Index to Studies Volumes  HMSO 1971 24
20.8 report card cover bound A4 plans in rear cover pocket Commission on the Third London Airport (Mr Justice Roskill chair) Report HMSO 1971 286

20.9 report card cover stapled A4 Commission on the Third London Airport (Mr Justice Roskill chair) Index HMSO 1971 35

20.10 report card cover stapled 150x240mm Commission on the Third London Airport (Mr Justice Roskill chair) Assessment of the Short-Listed Sites: Proposed Research Methodology HMSO 1969 37 this is a separate publication of the 11 chapters of Part 1 of Volume VII see 20.11.


20.12 report card cover bound 150x240mm Vol 1 Committee on the Management of Local Government (John Maud chair) Management of Local Government HMSO 1967 176

20.13 report card cover bound 150x240mm Committee on Local Authority and Allied Personal Social Services Report of Committee (Frederick Seebohm chair) HMSO 1968 reprinted 1969 370

20.14 booklet card cover bound 140x220mm R.A.Parker The Rent of Council Houses G.Bell & Sons Ltd 1967 90

20.15 report card cover bound 150x240mm J.B.Cullingworth and V.A.Karn The Ownership and Management of Housing in the New Towns HMSO 1968 199

20.16 circular no cover stapled 180x240mm 64/69 MoH&LG 63/69 WO MoH&LG Housing Improvement and Repair HMSO Aug 1969 52

20.17 statutory instrument no cover stapled 150x240mm SI 1966 No.48 MoH&LG Town and Country Planning (Development Plans for Greater London) Regulations 1966 HMSO Jan 1966 20

20.18 Act no cover stapled 150x240mm chapter 69 Parliament Civic Amenities Act 1967 HMSO 1967 24

20.19 Act no cover 150x240mm 9 & 10 Eliz.2.Ch.33 Parliament Land Compensation Act 1961 HMSO 1961 reprinted 1966 43

20.20 Bill no cover stapled 150x240mm [Bill 76] 44/3 Anthony Greenwood minister MoH&LG Housing Bill HMSO Jan 1969 68


20.22 report card cover bound 150x240mm cmd.61 Committee on Horticultural Marketing (Runciman chair) Report of the Committee HMSO 1957 183 annotated by MT with reference to work with ML on Covent Garden, Brentford and Stratford markets.

20.23 report no cover stapled 200x250mm Development Analysts Ltd Central Area Redevelopment Doncaster Waterdale-Cleveland Street Area DA Ltd April 1963 36 an early sample of DA Ltd work prior to a long working relationship between MLG and DA Ltd and Harvey Cole and Richard Evely individually
20.24 report card cover stapled 150x240mm E. Dennington and 3 members of the Central Housing Advisory Committee The first hundred families HMSO 1965 18 community facilities for first arrivals in expanding towns

20.25 white paper no cover stapled 150x240mm Cmd. 4276 SoS for Local Government and Regional Planning Reform of Local Government in England HMSO Feb 1970 39

20.26 Act card cover stapled 150x240mm Chapter 33 Parliament Housing Act 1969 HMSO 1969 72

20.27 white paper no cover stapled 150x240mm Cmd.3602 MoH&LG/WO Old Houses into New Homes HMSO April 1968 29

20.28 bulletin card cover stapled 150x230mm Local Government Operational Research Unit Information Bulletin No.7 Royal Institute of Public Administration October 1969 40

20.29 white paper no cover stapled 150x240mm Cmd.4369 fold out map in rear MoT Roads for the Future: The New Inter-Urban Plan for England HMSO May 1970 7

20.30 report card cover stapled 140x210mm vol XXVIII No.467 PEP Bernard Donoughue Wage Policies in the Public Sector PEP Nov 1962 36 (365-400)

20.31 report card cover stapled 140x210mm vol XXIX No.472 PEP Bernard Donoughue Trade Unions in a Changing Society PEP June 1963 52 (173-224)

20.32 booklet card cover stapled 150x210mm GLC Greater London Services 1971-72 GLC 1971 104

20.33 paper no cover stapled 150x210mm Prof Arthur Ling The planning consequences of industrialisation in developing countries T&CPA 1966 9 given at T&CPA summer school Keele 1966

20.34 white paper no cover stapled 150x240mm Cmd.3333 MoH&LG/SDD/WO Town and Country Planning HMSO June 1967 12

20.35 booklet card cover stapled 210x150mm GLC Ringway 2 Norbury-Falconwood GLC 1969 18

20.36 report card cover stapled foolscap fold out sample form in rear GRO Sample Census 1966 England and Wales Economic Activity County Leaflets General Explanatory Notes HMSO 1968 23

20.37 report card cover bound foolscap GRO Sample Census 1966 County Report Greater London HMSO 1967 144


20.40 annual card cover bound 210x270mm No.2 CSO Social Trends HMSO 1971 206

20.41 report card cover bound foolscap GRO Census 1961 County Report Bedfordshire HMSO 1963 72

20.42 report card cover stapled foolscap GRO Sample Census 1966 County Report Bedfordshire HMSO 1966 54
20.43 report card cover bound foolscap GRO Census 1951 County Report Bedfordshire HMSO 1954 83

20.44 report card cover stapled foolscap County of Bedford Written Statement County Development Plan Town Map No.2 (Luton and Dunstable) County of Bedford undated but for period 1958-1971 12

20.45 report card cover stapled foolscap County Planning Officer (A.R.Duncan) Hereford Central Area Redevelopment Report of Survey and Analysis Hereford County Planning Office February 1963 42 summary of item 20.46 with tables but no illustrations

20.46 report card cover stapled foolscap folded maps and diagram County Planning Officer (A.R.Duncan) Central Area Redevelopment Report of Survey and Analysis County Planning Office February 1963 60

20.47 annual card cover bound 210x280mm No.1 CSO Social Trends HMSO 1970 182

20.48 report card cover stapled A4 series II floor space No.1 MoH&LG/WO Floor space in industrial, shopping and office use Changes April 1964 to March 1967 England and Wales HMSO 1969 32

20.49 report paper cover bound foolscap 3 copies (one MT annotated) Economists Advisory Group An Economic Study of the City of London author April 1968 30

20.50 report card cover bound A4 research paper no 2 GLC Planning Department Surveys of the use of open Space Volume 1 GLC September 1968 115

20.51 report card cover plastic spiral bound foolscap fold out maps and tables Development Analysts Ltd Borough of Leamington Spa Economic Survey DA Ltd January 1964 121 floor space and retail trade survey by MT

20.52 report card cover bound foolscap correction slip in front cover GRO Classification of occupations 1966 HMSO 1966 182

20.53 report card cover bound 180x240mm Shopping Capacity sub-committee (Sir Bernard Miller chair) The Future Pattern of Shopping NEDO/HMSO April 1971 112

20.54 report card cover plastic spiral bound foolscap fold out plans in rear Covent Garden Market Authority A New Site for Covent Garden author April 1964 34 design by Gollins, Melvin, Ward & Partners; traffic implications by Freeman, Fox & Partners


20.58 reports card cover stapled foolscap 3 volumes in plastic bag L.Rowley, Centre for Urban Studies, Marian Bowley Housing in Camden London Borough of Camden 1968 republished 1969 vol 1 27; vol 2 107; vol 3 82

20.59 quarterly returns no cover stapled 150x250mm 3 issues in plastic bag GRO Quarterly Return for England and Wales HMSO 1969 No 481 51; No 482 36; No 483 56.
20.60 reports no cover stapled 150x240mm 3 issues in plastic bag GRO Annual Estimates of the Population of England and Wales and of Local Authority Areas HMSO 1962,1966,1967 15 in each issue

20.61 Act card cover bound 150x240mm chapter 72 Parliament Town and Country Planning Act 1968 HMSO 1968 141

20.62 report card cover stapled 180x240mm NEDO (research R.W.Bacon) The Cowley Shopping Centre NEDO/HMSO 1968 50

20.63 green paper card cover stapled 150x240mm MoT How Fast? HMSO 1968 56

20.64 biannual card cover bound 180x250mm vol 7 no 1 D.J.Robertson chair Board of Management Urban Studies Oliver & Boyd February 1970 120

20.65 conference papers plastic folder A4 containing papers various T&CPA National Conference 1971 T&CPA 1971

20.66 brochure fold out plan 300x210mm amendment slip inside A2 full size GLC Westway the road and the environment GLC 1970


20.68 quarterly bulletins card covers stapled A4 in plastic band GLC Intelligence Unit Quarterly Bulletin GLC 1967-72 issues nos 1-21; Index to nos 1-12 inclusive (2 copies) and Index to nos 1-21 inclusive.

20.69 report hardback and wire spiral bound 420x310mm volume 1 Freeman, Fox and Partners London Traffic Survey GLC July 1964 212

20.70 report card/plastic cover plastic spiral bound 420x300mm Leslie Martin/Colin Buchanan Whitehall A Plan for the National and Government Centre HMSO 1965 171 Peter Hills was leading non partner member of the Buchanan team.

21.1 report card cover plastic spiral bound 210x280mm 2 volumes The Fantus Company Study for the Re-location of Covent Garden Market, London author March 1963 part I 100, part II 79

21.2 report card cover stapled 220x280mm L.G.Colyer Covent Garden Tenants Association Ltd Comments on the Fantus Report on the Re-location of Covent Garden Market Covent Garden Tenants Association May 1963 25 MT worked with LGC on the original 'Imported Fruit and Vegetables and the Port, Terminals and Markets of London - A Survey and Recommendations' which first (June 1960) put forward the concept of retaining a central market in the centre and argued strongly against the then rush to decentralise such essential central activity. Photocopies of letters to The Times (C.W.Glover, LGC, ML) inside front cover.

21.3 proofs of evidence 8 sets of stapled A4 papers in plastic band various Covent Garden CDA - Public Inquiry GLC, Westminster City Council and others 1970-71 see summary proofs by; B.J.Collins, joint director of planning and transportation GLC 11 pages; G.R.Holland, senior planner Covent Garden Development team 93 pages; R.Reynolds, team leader 14 pages; R.I.Wright, third officer of the GLC Housing Department 11 pages; W.G.Panther, Area Engineer Central London GLC 15 pages; A.J.Cryer, deputy City Engineer Westminster 15 pages; J.M.Hirsh, chief planning officer Westminster City Council 6 pages; B.A.Barker, surveyor of historic buildings to the GLC 39 pages.

21.4 report treasury tagged duplicated foolscap 14 figures in rear C.P.Andren Covent Garden Market Traffic Prepared for the MoAF&F author 1960 33 MT supervised the field work and analysis.
21.5 papers GLDP Inquiry 3 papers 2 stapled 1 treasury tagged foolscap photocopies Frank Layfield (chair of the panel) Opening and Closing Statements of the Procedural Session and Procedure GLDP Inquiry 1970 opening 5; procedure 5; closing 42. FL was a member of the MLG for the Hartlepool and Portsmouth Surveys and Plans before becoming a barrister and setting up his own chambers in the Temple.

21.6 schedules of background papers GLDP Inquiry 2 schedules stapled 1 A4 1 A3 landscape second and third editions GLC Schedule of GLC background papers GLC 1970-71 2nd ed 12; 3rd ed 15 also 1 page schedule of GLDP Inquiry transcripts

21.7 transcript of proceedings GLDP Inquiry 4 stapled duplicated sets of foolscap papers various Notes of Proceedings of the Hearing Held on [date] GLC 1970 see summary day 11 80 pages; day 12 78 pages; day 121 74 pages; day 130x 71 pages; these days were in part concerned with evidence on office and commercial floor space projections and targets for the Central Area and City and the redevelopment of the Whitbread Brewery site, Moorfields which were all relevant to the South Shoreditch Study (Nigel Moor gave evidence on behalf of Whitbread; see XE21/18 item MLA2 21.10).

21.8 GLDP Inquiry proofs of evidence 12 proofs stapled A4 and foolscap section Ell various Stage 1 housing, population, employment - presentation and objections GLDP Inquiry panel 1970 see summary Ell/1 opening presentation for GLC 95 pages; Ell/2 subject evidence GLC 62 pages; Ell/3 (revised) objection Wandsworth 21 pages; Ell/4 objection City of London 15 pages; Ell/7 objection Islington 8 pages; Ell/8 objection City of London 18 pages; Ell/10 objection city of London 50 pages; E11/16 objection T&CPA 23 pages; E11/18 objection Tower Hamlets 10 pages; E11/22 objection Whitbread Trafalgar Properties Ltd 44 pages; E11/23 objection Whitbread/Trafalgar Properties Ltd 19 pages; E11/26 objection Whitbread-Trafalgar Properties Ltd 10 pages. These proofs were all relevant to the South Shoreditch Study.

21.9 GLDP Proofs of evidence E12 5 bound, stapled and treasury tagged sets of A4 1 foolscap papers various subject evidence stage I Transport E12 GLDP Inquiry 1970 see summary E12/1 subject evidence GLC 198 pages; E12/2 comments by the LTE 8 pages; E12/3 subject evidence Colin Buchanan GLC 8 pages; E12/20 objection Transport Strategy in London, London Motorway Action Group 300 pages; E12/30 objection Tower Hamlets 9 pages. These proofs were all relevant to the South Shoreditch Study.

21.10 GLDP Inquiry proofs of evidence E15,16,111 and XE21 4 stapled A4 sets of papers various subject evidence stage I Central London; Town Centres: Shopping; Markets; General Strategy and Implementation. GLDP Inquiry 1971 see summary E15/1 Central London subject evidence GLC 14 pages; E16/1 Town Centres: Shopping; Markets subject evidence GLC 23 pages; E111/1 General strategy and implementation subject evidence GLC 72 pages (3 pages errata in front cover); XE21/18 objection Whitbread Trafalgar properties Ltd evidence Nigel Moor 9 pages. These proofs were all relevant to the South Shoreditch Study for which Nigel Moor did the Central Area analysis.

21.11 GLDP Inquiry Support papers S11 32 sets of single and stapled A4 and foolscap papers various S11 Housing, Population, Employment GLDP Inquiry 1970-71 these support papers deal with subjects that were relevant to the South Shoreditch Study and have the following S11 identification numbers; 22, 43, 44, 51, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 69, 69a, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 60, 90, 91, 92, 96, 98, 100, 101, 102, 104, 105, 122.

21.12 GLDP Inquiry Support papers S12, 17, XS21, 26 20 sets of single and stapled A4 and foolscap papers various Inquiry Support Transport, Environment, Town Centres, Shopping, Markets, General Strategy GLDP Inquiry 1970-71 these papers were relevant to the South Shoreditch Study and have the following identification numbers 512/8, 29, 46, 99, 146; S17/3, 6; X521/56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 69, 70, 71, 72; ZS26/14, 15, 16, 35, 36.

21.13 GLDP Inquiry Background Papers 12 sets of bound and stapled A4 and foolscap papers various Nos. 165(11), 383, 390, 443, 452, 463, 600, 610, 611, 613, 620, 621. GLDP Inquiry 1970-71 see summary 165(11) London Road Programme 11 pages (MoT); 383 Environmental effects of primary roads - examples (GLC); 390 industrial and office floor space targets 113 pages
21.27 report no cover stapled 150x240mm Committee on the Management of Local Government Main Points of the Report of the Committee HMO 1967 4


21.29 report card cover stapled 210x280mm maps folded in rear cover pocket Wiltshire County Planning Dept. Salisbury The Town Centre Plan Wiltshire CC May 1965 56

21.30 report card cover stapled foolscap David Eversley and others Notting Hill Housing Survey Interim Report Notting Hill Housing Service undated c1967-68 73

21.31 report card cover plastic spiral bound A4 folded maps in rear Development Analysts Ltd County Borough of Grimsby Central Area: report on shopping needs author undated 39 MT carried out the floor space survey and analysis in mid 1964


21.33 report card cover wire spiral bound A4 folded maps in rear Development Analysts Ltd Report of the Study of Shopping Requirements in the Central Area of Edinburgh author July 1964 106 MT carried out the floor space survey and analysis

21.34 book hardback 220x290mm Margaret Hall, John Knapp, Christopher Winsten Distribution in Great Britain and North America - A study in structure and productivity Oxford University Press 1961 231

21.35 report card cover stapled A4 GLC A secondary roads policy - consultation text GLC 1969 8

21.36 report paper cover stapled A4 Michael Young The Hornsey Plan - A role for neighbourhood councils in the new local government National Suggestions Centre undated c1970 23

21.37 report card cover plastic spiral bound fold out maps in rear Colin Buchanan and Partners South Hampshire Study HMSO 1966 157

21.38 study reports 7 card cover stapled A4 South Hampshire Advisory Committee (J.F.Barrow manager) Study Report Group D: people, Activities & Housing; Group F: Finance. South Hampshire Plan Technical Unit undated c1970 see summary Group D No 1 Population 68 pages; No 2 Employment 66 pages; No 3 Shopping 34 pages; No 4 Housing 52 pages; No 5 Recreation 49; No 6 Social & Community Life 34 pages; Group F No 1 Financial & Investment Resources 33 pages.

21.39 working papers 3 sets paper cover stapled A4 Keith Francis Working Paper 1, 2 and 3 see summary South Hampshire Plan Technical Unit 1969-70 see summary No 1 The natural increase of the private household population in South Hampshire 1966-2001 Model - Assumptions - Projections 81 pages July 1969 (revised Feb 1970); No 2 Commuting to and from South Hampshire - The present situation and likely trends to 2001 14 pages August 1969; No 3 The working population of South Hampshire - The present situation and likely trend to 2001 14 pages August 1969. Index of papers available inside front cover No 1.

21.40 report card cover bound 150x240mm LSE The Greater London Group (Prof W.A.Robson chair) Royal Commission on Local Government in England; Research Studies 1 Local Government in South East England HMSO 1968 570
21.41 report card cover stapled l50x240mm LSE The Greater London Group (Prof
W.A.Robson chair) Royal Commission on Local Government in England Research Studies 2:
The Lessons of London Government Reforms HMSO 1968 80

21.42 report card cover bound 150x240mm Research Services Ltd Royal Commission on
1969 187

22.1 brochure envelope pack A4 with publicity material and street map Thamesmead Town
Thamesmead Town London Residuary Body and GLC 1985-87

22.2 brochure card cover stapled 270x270mm Thamesmead Town Cross Ness Design
Strategy Thamesmead Town undated late 80s 18

22.3 report card cover bound A4 FJB Stilwell University of Reading South East Study of
Sub-divisions Final Report SE Economic Planning Council 1969 149

22.4 report card cover stapled A4 various see summary Town & Country Planning Summer
of Northern Nigerian indigenous building with references to ML&P Kaduna report - pages 72-77

22.5 Atlas card cover stapled 250x280mm L.G.Huddy Town Clerk Hackney Borough Atlas
London Borough of Hackney 1966 129

22.6 report card cover stapled A4 DoE/WO Area Improvement Note 1 Sample house
condition survey HMSO 1971 27

22.7 report card cover stapled A4 DoE/WO Area Improvement Note 2 House condition
survey with a potential GIA HMSO 1971 22

22.8 report card cover stapled A4 E.V.Morgan/J.H.Dunning Economists Advisory Group The
Role of International Companies Committee on Invisible Exports 1969 54 motives for City of
London location relevant to South Shoreditch Study

22.9 report card cover stapled A4 landscape Leeds City Council/MoH&LG/MoT Planning &
Transport The Leeds Approach HMSO 1969 38

22.10 report card cover bound A4 Colin Buchanan and Partners Greenwich and Blackheath
Study GLC April 1971 89 Nigel Moor was Team Leader. Typed note by MT inside front cover
relevant to possible methods of analysis applicable to possible Hackney Borough study.

22.11 report card cover bound A4 Colin Buchanan and Partners North East London Some
Implications of the GLDP GLC June 1970 140 Nigel Moor was senior member of the working
team under CB.

22.12 report card cover bound A4 Colin Buchanan and Partners The Prospect for Housing
Nationwide Building Society 1971 146

22.13 report card cover stapled A4 GLC Transport in London a balanced policy GLC march
1970 19

22.14 report card cover stapled A4 GLC Parking Policy in London GLC 1969 16

22.15 supplement stapled A4 supplement to magazine The Economist Pay as you go Moving
people in the 1970s: a Survey The Economist March 27 1971 32

22.16 paper card cover clipbound A4 Ann Holmes A Shelter Paper - Better than no Place - A
Report of a survey of housing choice in North Islington Shelter April 1971 122
22.17  report  card cover bound A4  GLC  Tomorrow's London – a background to the GLDP GLC  1969  129


22.19  report hardback 240x300mm plans in rear cover pocket  C.H.James/S.Rowland Pierce Royal Leamington Spa a Plan for Development  Royal Leamington Spa June 1947  94

22.20  brochure  card cover plastic spiral bound 260x210mm  Development Analysts Ltd services for Local Authorities  author  undated early 60s  9  Richard Evely and Harvey Cole were the founding members of DA Ltd.

22.21  journal  card cover stapled 210x280mm  Vol xlvii No 10  various  see summary  Journal of the TPI  TPI  Dec 1962  36  paper (pages 311-314) The size of shopping centres by R.J.Green and R.M.Beaumont was an early published example of trying to establish a method for establishing the relationship between expenditure, population, sales and area needed for retail trade. DA Ltd had already established, and were using, a much more detailed and refined methodology see 22.20 and other examples of their reports for local authorities.

22.22  report  card cover stapled 240x300mm  HMSO  1959  93


22.24  report  paper cover duplicated stapled A4  W.Fairbank director of planning  The regional centre Teesside Polytechnic Site  Teesside CB  July 1969  11  annotated by MT in relation to Linthorpe Road study


22.26  report  card cover stapled 210x280mm  Multiple Shops Federation  The Planning of Shopping Centres  author  1963  20

22.27  report  card cover stapled 200x250mm  Marketing Statistics Ltd  Watford An Economic Survey  author  Oct 1961  24  the authors were Harvey Cole and Richard Evely. MS Ltd of which they were sole directors was the forerunner of DA Ltd. ML and HC first met over this Watford report.

22.28  book  hardback 230x300mm  Homer Hoyt  The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in American Cities  Federal Housing Administration  1939  178  this formed a model for ML housing surveys; particularly the survey analysis techniques explained in Chapter III.

22.29  traffic analysis maps  3 sets of 9 2 1/2" to 1 mile maps of GLC area and 1 of north London GLC  see summary  GLC  1970-71  1 map and note North Cross Route - predicted traffic demand related to 1991 in the vicinity of the North Cross Route with and without that route; set of 9 Daytime off-peak flows observed during 1968, 1969 and 1970 in hundreds of vehicles per hour (two-way); set of 9 Greater London - Predicted traffic demand from test 15; set of 9 Total road vehicle trip demand matrix, 1991 assigned by GLC method to whole London study zonal network 14/1.

22.30  report  card cover bound 300x300mm copy 518  GLC GLDP Statement  GLC  1969  78

22.31  report  hardback bound 300x300mm  GLC GLDP Report of Studies  GLC  1969
29 errata slip on title page

22.32 report hardback bound 300x300mm GLC Movement in London transport research studies and their context GLC 1969 158

22.33 report/proposal card cover plastic spiral bound A3 portrait Chapman Taylor Partners Moorfields Redevelopment Hackney author Jan 1971 – 12 the unofficial submission of this proposal and the following item (22.34) to Hackney LBC stimulated the commissioning of the South Shoreditch Study.

22.34 report/proposal card cover slide plastic bound A2 folded to A3 fold out maps Chapman Taylor Partners Proposals authors August 1969 13 this original unofficial submission consisting of broad outline land use proposals for the whole of the South Shoreditch area in the form of tracing paper overlays showing four tentative schemes resulted after some discussion in the 1971 submission (see 22.33). The implied ‘clean sweep’ comprehensive redevelopment approach caused concern.


22.36 computer print-out blue standard printout binder 400x300mm South Shoreditch Study run characteristics author Nov 1971 relates to employers’ interview survey conducted for SSS

22.37 computer print-out blue standard printout binder 400x33mm South Shoreditch Study Large Firms (corrected version) author July 1971 cross tabulations of employers’ interview survey. Other questions by number of employees and SIC minimum list heading.

22.38 computer print-out sets of working and corrected printouts South Shoreditch Study Land Use Survey author August 1971 street block analysis of main use by actual use

21.43 report card cover stapled 130x22mm L.G.Collyer Imported Fruit and Vegetables and the Port, terminals and Markets of London - A Survey and Recommendations Fruit Importers Association June 1960 52 MT researched the Covent Garden market operations and advised on the recommendations

23.1 files storage bag with 12 files and envelopes 1970-71 South Shoreditch Study – Hackney bag headed by MT; South Shoreditch Files from John Street 1. Press cuttings; 2. Nigel Moor; 3. Hackney Census Housing; 4. Michael Read; 5. Hackney Drafts and Information; 6. Hackney Letters; 7. Land use forms; 8. Brief and Interim Report; 9. Interscan; 10. Miscellaneous; 11. Initial Planning Brief Oct 1970; 12. subdivision of main SIC. Note: These files are as they came from the filing cabinet at the John Street office of ML&P one room of which was rented by MT for the SSS. The files have not been checked. The reference UB on letters and reports is to Ursula Bryne who worked as secretary for the period of the Study. Contents will also refer to the Hackney Pilot Study and Dunstable which were wound up from this office.


23.5 field envelopes storage bag with 34 envelopes 1971 South Shoreditch land use survey storage bag headed by MT; South Shoreditch Study 1971 Land Use Field Sheets - Islington - Hackney 1-19.

23.6 field envelopes storage bag with 46 field survey envelopes 1971 South Shoreditch Study land use survey storage bag headed by MT; South Shoreditch Study 1971 Land Use Field Sheets - Hackney 20-65.

24.1 field sheets bundles tied with red tape or string into geographical areas 1965 Kaduna Social Sample survey field sheets bundled into following geographical areas of the town; Sabon Gari Wards A,B,C,D, and E; Kaduna South Makera, Birnawa, Kakuri Hausa, Kakuri Gwari; Kawo 1&2; Tudun Wada Extension; Sanusi; Ilela.

25.1 field sheets bundles tied with red tape into geographical area 1965 Kaduna Social Sample Survey bundles of Tudun Wada wards marked; Madaki, Tudun Nufawa, Adamu, Bako, Ibo, Sabon Gari Extension, Tudun Wada Road.

25.2 maps and working drawings bundle with contemporary index sheet by MT 1965-66 Kaduna working papers and maps for Kaduna book production and original field sheets of employment survey conducted by Brian Carter.

25.3 files storage bag 1965-66 Kaduna storage bag headed by MT; Kaduna; 1. Original social survey Hand Analysis; 2. Interview file 656/K (contains the original carbon copy notes of interviews carried out by ML and MT in Kaduna); 3. Traffic Report working copy (Peter Hills’ report annotated for publication)


27.1 files storage bag with 2 files 1968-69 see summary storage bag headed by MT; MT Working Files; 1. GLDP Reports 1969; 2. Creek Vean 1968.

27.3  files  storage bag with files and papers  1963-64 Salisbury storage bag headed by MT; MT Working Files Salisbury I 1963-64.

27.4  files  storage bag with files and papers  1963-64 Salisbury storage bag headed by MT; MT Working Files Salisbury 11 1963-64.

28.12  quarterly  paper cover stapled 140x210mm Nos. 52, 55, 60 ML articles  Town and Country Planning T&CPA  1945-48  No 55 page 110-114 Town Planning and Public Relations. photo page 114 1 to r Nora Nicoll, MT, Lloyd Naylor, Elspeth Robinson (MLG secretary). No 60 page 184 Middlesbrough Survey and Plan by R.L.Reiss page 190 Reply by ML.

28.13  magazine  paper cover stapled 210x270mm Volume 7 Number 10 Our Time B.A.LeMare article  Planning for the People The Max Lock Survey & Planning Group Our Time Publications July 1948 3 (247-249) LeMare was lecturer at Hull School under ML.


28.15  magazine  paper cover stapled 180x250mm Vol.7 No.5 Housing Review ML article  A Review of Redevelopment Housing Progress and the Problem of Density The Housing Centre 1958 8 (126-133)

28.16  reprint article  paper cover stapled 170x230mm reprint from 'World Review' ML Planning - Any Questions?  ? ? ? 7 (13-19) cover headed in (Rowena Ramsey?) manuscript 'World Review - May 1944 Hull Max lock's Summary of Planning in Gt. Britain'.

28.17  paper  no cover stapled 150x210mm ML The Planning of Capital Cities: Kaduna, Northern Nigeria Town and Country Planning Summer School 1965 8

28.18  magazine  colour cover stapled 260x300mm 'Illustrated' Alan Reeve Men of the Future - No 5 Max Lock has a Planning Squad Odhams Press Ltd Nov 11 1944 1 (25)


28.21  reprint A4 paper cover stapled ML Civic Diagnosis Hull Regional Survey Reprinted for the Housing Centre from The Architect' Journal July 29 1943 17 slightly damaged and marked by ML on cover 'Please return to Max Lock'. Third impression.

28.22  OS map  composite 1230x1350mm 12" = 1 mile folded hand coloured LBH Local Authority Ownership LBH 1971 1 data compiled by MT from LBH and GLC sources. Map folded 240x350mm and headed by MT; Hackney LBH & GLC Land Ownership

28.23  conference agenda and papers  printed sheets stapled 185x250mm ML The Needs, Survey and Plan: It's Planner Looks at Bedford (pages 21-22) Housing Centre Trust July 1964 2 (25) conference headed Getting on with the Job: The Housing Problem and How to Meet it in Different Communities. ML paper leads fourth session headed Housing in an Expanding Community.

28.25 handbook/manual extract duplicated on white and green paper stapled 200x250mm Bedford CC Planning Dept Major Land Use Codes - Alphabetical Index of Land Uses BCC late 1960s 54 headed by MT; Bedford CC Land Use Index. Used for UDAG Dunstable survey & analysis to keep consistency in records.

28.26 file red manila folder foolscap with papers and cuttings and green manila foolscap folder various Music and the Architect ML's working files headed by ML Music & Architect. Contains prime material; AJ original May 9 1957; AA News May 1983: Middlesbrough: The Proposals in Outline; The Listener Oct 4 1956; many photo from which slides were made; typed and annotated drafts of lecture.

28.27 file storage bag Blick relief file foolscape headed by ML 'M'BRO 1986-7 letters BROCHURES SLIDE NEGS' filled with files and loose papers not all M'bro. various see summary Middlesbrough mostly manila envelope file headed 'Middlesbrough leaflets' mostly contemporary news cuttings and photocopies; manila folder headed by ML 'Middlebro' 1987 filled with letters, loose papers, manuscript notes by ML dealing with the reunion; stapled papers with 'postit' note by L.Coulthard 'MM/MT For the archive. Max Lock being chastised by the RTPI - I mediated in the discussions. L.' 1984; manila pocket file with typed label 'The Hartlepools. (Council's Reports.); photocopy ML itinerary tour of Australia 1960; memoirs of Middlesbrough by Barbara Osborne (Foster Sutton) and Griselda Carr (Rowntree) typed 4 and 7 pages respectively 1987; A4 envelope headed by MT 'Mixed Lecture notes c.1950's from 7 Victoria Square left 120 Baker St 27.5.88'


28.30 file storage bag BLICK Relief file headed by ML ‘Kaduna Press Articles - ABU Urban Study - Kaduna Reviews 1968-9’ 1968-70 Nigeria AJ original Kaduna review; 8 copies ML paper on Kaduna to 1965 T&CPA summer school; verbatim report on T&CP conference School of Business Administration 1968 questions from ML page 18; Urbanisation Vol 7 ABU Brian Carter ed 1967-68 BC was on Kaduna field team; 2 copies 'A Selection of Book Reviews'Kaduna; Journal of TPI with Kaduna review; The Surveyor Kaduna review; various reprints of reviews and ML notes.

28.31 files and papers Blick storage bag headed by ML 'Nigeria 75-82 also 1972/3 Preliminary N.E. State Capitals Survey 1st Bank Nigeria 87 Sunday Igbochi MT 87” various see summary Nigeria contents are more or less as on bag heading but are completely unsorted and have not been looked at in detail. Much is of value for the setting up and operation of MLGN. An AAQ envelope is headed by ML ‘Original of Proposal June 23/72 - Original of Office Plans 19 Dec/72 - Nigeria. Preliminary survey of the Seven Regional Capitals' correctly. OS maps of Nigeria and Kaduna.

1966; Shopping Centres 7 1968; Redevelopment 1966; RSA July 1966; RIBA Central Area reports 1962 and 1964. Loose papers including Planning Bulletins, magazines, reprints of articles, colour prints of Addicroft Mill and ML's Aug 1964 Report to the National Trust of Northern Ireland on the City of Armagh.

28.33 letters and papers Blick storage bag headed by ML ' Martin Juwe since '82 --1st Bank Nigeria '81 & '85 (Juwe)' 1980-87 personal letters to and from Nigeria on quick inspection most contents seem to be concerned with Martin Juwe. Some other correspondents are represented.

29.1 maps rolled and labeled by MT Niger State 1:250000 c.1980 Niger State Nigeria Maps 1 & 3 prepared by Water Surveys for MLGN Niger State Regional Plan. Each map is dyeline printed in an east and west section (approx. 48"x 60" together) covering the whole State. Map 1 Geology (from Federal Government Geological survey sources) and Map 3 Land Capability (from published and SLAR sources to US Dept of Agric. classifications as adapted for Ghana). A similar Map 2 (Physiographic Map) was produced from interpreted SLAR mosaics held at the Federal Dept of Forestry, Ibadan with the aim of providing a reconnaissance level picture of the main physical features of the State. The copy of this map is missing from this set but should be available from Water Surveys (UK tel 0225 334777).

29.2 maps roll of maps labeled by MT Administrative Map of Nigeria 4 sheets fourth edition Nigeria

29.3 maps roll of maps labeled by MT Kaduna 1965 1:2500 Sheets Contoured P.Hills Roads 1965 Kaduna Nigeria. Set of maps covering the whole of the Capital Territory with Peter Hills' draft detailed alignments for major road proposals and junctions.

29.4 maps roll of maps labeled by MT GLDP Roads, Amended Maps, Spare Structure Plan Sheets 1:25000 c.1970 Greater London Development Plan

29.5 maps roll of maps labeled by MT GLDP Metropolitan Structure Map 1:25000 c.1970 Greater London Development Plan

29.6 maps roll of maps labeled by MT LCC IDP 1951 6"=1 mile Central London 1951 London County Council Interim Development Plan

29.7 aerial photographs Roll labeled by MT Shoreditch Aerial Photos 1:500 c.1970 South Shoreditch

29.8 film positives roll labeled by MT South Shoreditch 1:2500 & 1:1250 Original Composite Film Positives c.1970 South Shoreditch these are the master film positives of the then current up-dated OS maps used as base maps for presentation and report publication purposes.

30.1 Bauchi Federal Housing Project, 1977

30.2 Bauchi Federal Housing Project, 1977

31.1 BBC material relating to Max Lock (correspondence 1952-1955, script for The Planners and the Planned, recorded 4 March 1955; photocopies of finding aids for Max Lock in the BBC Written Archive Centre)